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ABSTRACT
iii
This paper presents a procedure for the plastic design of
braced mUlti-story frames. It is intended to be used as an
office guide. in design. For this reason, detailed explanations,
derivations, ~nd experimental verifications of design equations
and concepts are Dot inqluded. They can be found in the references
listed at the end of the paper.
Only rigid frames, diagonally braced in the major plane are
covered. Floor systems are assumed to be simply supported and
perpendicular to the frame. Design procedures are included for
high-strength steel members and composite steel and concrete beams.
Design examples are given to aid the designer in understanding the
procedure. Calculations are done in a tabular form: to suggest a
possible means of organization for manual computations.
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1. INTRODUCTION
This report presents a method for the plastic design of
braced, rigidly jointed, mUlti-story frames. The method is in a
form suitable for desigD office application, but it is recommended
that the reports "Plastic .Design of Multi-Story Frames--Lecture
Notes and Design Aids" be used along with this report when
1 2*performing actual design.' The frames considered are diag~
onally braced in one bay. Other types and arrangements'of bracing
are permissible but are not considered. Members in the plane of
the frame are assumed to conform to AISC Type 1 construction.
Out-of-plane members (floor and roof beams) are assumed to be
simply supported and perpendicular to the plane of the frame.
Design procedures are presented for all beams, columns, and
diagonal bracing in the plane. of the frame .. Requirements are
given for the design of floor system members which must provide
lateral bracing for the beams. Out-of-plane bracing for the
columns is considered. The effect of cladding is not considered.
Connections are discussed and the drift of the frame is checked.
Two types of s~eel are considered in the design procedure as
presented: ASTM A36 and ASTM A44l. Other steels can be used
when their adequacy in the plastic range is established. Examples
at the end of each step of the procedure are given to aid in the
understanding of the design method and to suggest a tabular form
fo~ organizing manual computations.
*Superscripts are used to denote reference 'numbers.
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Some of the recommendations presented in this report differ
with the limitations of Pa~t II of the 1963 AISC Specification. 3
That specification properly limited the application of plastic
designtd one-and two-story buildings of ASTM A7 .and A36
structural steels. A maximum limit was placed on column loads
simply because information was lacking on the behavior of columns
loaded above that limit. Similarly the 'use of plastic design in
multi-story frame"s was limited to members 'in the floor systems of
frames where sidesway, is prevented by means of a bracing system
other than the beams and columns.
The results of research have removed many of the uncertainties
which necessitated the foregoing limitations. In preparing this
report the authors have made recommendations which will lead to
the design of multi-story building frames having safety factors
consistent with established practice. The proper application of
plastic design principles can enable the designer to effect
savings through the elimination of material which con,tributes
unnecessary strength in parts of the structure where this excess
strength can be effectively used.
Where the recommendations of this paper exceed the limits
stated in the AISC Specification, it will require a change in the
Specification to make these recommenjations fUlly acceptable in
areas where building codes demand adherence to the Specification.
Wherever possible, differences from the current AISC Specification
will be noted in this paper.
273.55
-The American Institute of Stee 1 C'onstruction is studying
changes to its Specification based on the research cited. While
some changes in nUmerical values can be anticipated, the final
concepts of their revised specification shou~ prove to be
consistent wtth the concepts presented here. ,Meanwhile, the
designer must remain constantly aware of the variances from the
Specification ,and either conform with it or obtain permission
from the proper regulatory body to upe the recommenqations as
. presented here.
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The design of braced multi-story frames can be divided into
a series of consecutive steps,. In the order of, discussion, these
steps are: preparation of design data, preliminary design of
\members , final design of members, deflection and drift checks and
connection design.
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2. PREPARATION OF DESIGN DATA
The preparatory steps of multi-story frame design are:
dimensional layout, member identification, assignment and distri-
bution of the load systems, application of load factors, and the
tabulation of pr~liminary design data.
Dimensional layout is based on the functional requirements of
providing space and services for the occupants of the building.
Architectural considerations and the economy of the total building
installation will control.
For convenience in design, members should be identified by
some systematic notation. The procedure used in this report is
to assign numbers to the roof, floor levels and the ground level
starting with the number Honen at· the roof. Since the design
method works from the top to the bottom of the frame, the
numbering system starts from the top and proceeds downward. The
word HlevelTt is used to mean the floor. .Thus level 5 is the fifth
floor from the top counting the roof as level one. Columns are
designated by letters, starting with A on the left. Thus the left
column in the top story would be designated Al-A2.
The load systems can usually be assigned from a regional
building code which will define the minimun loads. In the absence
of a regional building code, one of the available recommended
uniform building codes can be used. The assignment of loads is
at all times at the discretion of the engineer--the codes only
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suggest minimums. In this, paper excerpts from the American
Standard Building Code Requirements for Minimum Design Loads in
Buildings and other structures (A58.1-1955) sponsored by the
National Bureau of Standards are used. 4 After the selection of
load systems for the total structure, the designer must assign
an appropriate portion of the load to each plane frame of 'the
structure and to each member. In principle this should be done
for each combination of loads which could be applied separately.
For a preliminary design of an indeterminate frame, little or no
information about member sizes is available immediately so an
approximate distribution of the loads is most practical. A good
rule of thumb to follow is that loads should be distributed so
that a path is provided for all loads to be transmitted to the
ground. A recommended manner of assuming the distribution of
loads systems is as follows:
1. Floor dead and live loads are distributed through the
floor system to each bent as uniformly distributed
loads or as concentrated loads coming from simply
supported floor members.
2. Exter~or wall dead loads are distributed to each bent
as concentrated loads on the bent at connection
points of spandrel beams.
3. Lateral loads from wind and/or earthquake are
distributed through each bent as concentrated
loads at the level of the girders.
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4. Lateral loads applied at certain unbraced bents may
be distributed to sway-resisting bents through the
diaphram action of the floor system. The lateral
loads assigned to the unbraced bents are added to
the lateral loads on the sway-resisting bents at
the same level as concentrated loads.
Some caution must be exercised in assuming loads to be distributed
to the frame arbitrarily in cases where stiffnesses vary consi-
derably between similar members. For instance, buildings with
some unbraced and some sway-resisting bents might share the loads
in a manner quite different from the uniform distribution assumed
if the stiffness.es of the bent are arranged unsymmetrically.
Following the assignment and determination of the distribution
of load systems, the first step which makes the design a plastic
design is the mUltiplication of the working loads by the appropri-
ate load factors. The factored loads represent a computed
ultimate load for design purposes. The strength of the actual
structure should be sufficient so that failure would not occur at
a lower load if the actu~l working loads were increased propor-
tionally to the ultimate level. Application of load factors is
done after any adjustments are made in the working loads for live
load reduction or partial loading. For gravity type loading, the
factor used in this paper is 1.70 and for combination gravity and
lateral loads the factor used is 1.30. These load factors are
somewhat lower than those given in Part II of the AISC Specifi-
cation, in recognition of improved knowledge of the strength of
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beams and columns gained since the original issuance of that part
of the Specification. The gravity load factor is essentially in
agreement with the factor of safety included in Part I of the AISC
Specification. The combined loading case load factor is three-
fourths of the gravity loading case load factor rounded off to 1.30.
The preparation of design data so far discussed can be done
in tabular form. This is shown in Example 1. This example
consists of:
1) A presentation of the dimensions and working loads
per unit area for the frame.
2) Conversion of the loads per unit area into loads
per foot on girders considering a typical form of
live load reduction.
3) Conversion of the loads per unit area into concen-
trated loads at each level of each column also
considering a typical form of live load reduction.
4) ,Conversion of wind loads per unit area into concen-
trated loads at the joints.
The final loads are presented in three forms:
1) Working loads,
2) Factored load 'of 1.70 times working load for use
in designing for gravity load alone,
3) Factored load of 1.30 times working load for use
in designing for gravity plus wind load.
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IcJ<ornple II
Calculate and tabu/aft: loodtS on girders
and column~ Tor de,sign or Frome
Level I A 8 'C D
8ent 6pacin9 = 24 (/
2 - - - 1-----+---+---...--4
..3 --- 1---010-------100---1
4 --- ......-.--+-----+---1
.5 --- 10------+---+---1
G --- l---ooI--------I--~
7 --- 1----+---+---1
6 --- 1---+----+---1
9 - -- I------+--~---I
10 - - - 1---+----'---+---1
1/--4IIplIIj~......"""""""~""""7J'7Tr7/ ///J'////T
1301 124,124,1
r I J I
~
........
. II
.Workinr; Loods =
I<oof: WL = . .30p.sf
IVa = (;0 psf
Floor: WL = dOp:Jf
~ =dOplJf
exterior Wall:
WD~ 4.5,p.sf
Wind:
I) Girder LoodtS
I<oof Girder.s (Level I)
20psf
L.L. = 0.72 k/-ff
D. L.' O.OGO x 24 • 1.44
Total loaq(Working) = 2./G ~t
273.55
Floor GirdertS cLevel 2to10)
(Percent Live Load t;J(lduction by A5A A.5t!!J.I)
-9
Formula baA8 /3C CD
FloorAr~o5erv" 7~OS9fj .57(0 57G,·
'f, i.l. Reduction Q(JdJCAn 57.CJ 4G./ 4G./
Max. L. L. ReducIi
IOO(Dfl)
4G.I % 4(4./ 4(;./4.-'.3L
L. L. 0.5..39)( O.OdO k.sfx 24 ft
D. L. a080 k.sfx24 rt
Total Load (Working)
Table ./
= 1.92 'rff
= 2.9..5 Jyff
Uniformly Di.:;fribuled Loads on Girder.=, of rrOffJe
Working Load Factored Load Factored Load
I. ·70x,Working 1...30 x Working
--- ---
Gravity load Gravity + Wind
Case lcx:x:l Case
--- ---
w (k/Ff) W" (0/1"1) W (*/fl)
live 0.72 I. ~2 0.94
Roof Dead 1.44 245 1.t!j7
Girders Tatol 2./G 3.(;7 2.BI
floor Live 1.03 /.7' 1.36
Girder:; Dead 1.92 ..3.2(; 2.50
Totol 2.95 5.02 .3.d5
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2) Column Lood8
(Percenf Live Load !<eduction by A8A A5t3.I)
Max. L. L. kJeducfion Permiff~d: IOO(Df'l) = 4(;./%
4.33L
L"vel 2 Co/. A Co/. [3 Col. C Co/. D
Floor Area6erved ~(;O 648 .57(; 2d8
,;, l.l, Qeaducfion(aOBxAn 2~.c.'J 4(;,/ 4(;,.1 2~.O
Leve/~ .3 -10
rloor Area ~erved 7'20 1'29r;, 1/52 ~7c;
'%Jl.L.fl~ducfion(aOd1tA 4(;./ 4(;,./ 461./ 4G./
Floor Area Served >.57(; 89. ft Max. Rea'ucfion=4G.I%
Wall load on fa. Story at exlerior Col. =45p.sfx 12)( ?4ff=13.01(
Dead Weight of Column (overage)
Dead Weight of Fireproofing
2001b/ff
~O /tyrt
Calculation of column loads based on tributary
area of floor served is given in TobIe .2
Incrernent.s of loads from girder to column are
calculated assuming .simple support conditions
for the girders.
The intensify of floor load considered in calculating
/rcremenf of lood in the column ioS indicated following
~he description oft~ .itern calculaled. In co/urnn6
between Levels 2 and 3) each live load reduction
decil71o/ R is different. Th~ reduced live load is
calculaled by multiplying the Tull liv~/oodvo/ue
by (I-IJ). The total loads for tl?e lop twO%ries
ore calculated in the tob/e.
'ror .stories below the lop fWD, the lotal column loOds
are e9uol to fhe total load in the column ofl.evels I
fo 2 plus the indicated increment times the number
of f/oor-s above the column.
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Table 2
Calculation 0; Column Loads Tor Frorn~
based on Tributar" Arca of Eloor
. . (Working loads) .
Load ColA CoL 8 Co/. C ColO
Item Calculored ~nten!jll!:J P P P p
(klft) [(kip~ (/t:ilJ~) i(kit:J5) (kiPS)
rromLevel I to 2
ROOT Tolal Load ZIG .324 .58.~ 5/.9 2.5.9
Wlof Co/. "r"lreplOOfing 0.25 3.0 3~O ~O· 3.0
Total Lood(Lc::v~1 /-2) 3~.4 C;/.3 ~4.9 28.9
rrorn Level 2 to.3
D. L. .from Floor Girder 1.92 ~8.8 .5/.9 4(;./ 23./
Reel. L. L. from Floor Gird ~·R)/.92 ?O.5 ~8.0 24.9 /7.7
WI. ofCol. + rireproof)nq a?5 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0
Wall Load on exterior ·Col. /3.0 - - /3.0
Tolal Increment (Level P-3) (;5.3 -d29 74.0 ..5G.d
Tola/ Load (Level 2-3) /00.7 /44.2 l?tJ.9 Cj5.7
Increment per otory
rrom Level 3 to II
0. L. from r/oor Girder 1.92 c>a.d 5/.9 4G./ 23./
Red L.L. from Floor Gird. 1.03 /8.5 2d.0 24.9 /2.4
WI. ofCol of fireproofing Q25 3.0 05.0 3.0 3.0
Wall Load on ExferiorCol. /3.0 - - /8.0
Tota / ./ncrement (tach 5lor!J -- --~.3 d29 74.0 5/..3
Multiplier for Total N-I N-I N-I N-I
Lirnif~ ofN ~ ~!:N~/O 3~N~/() 35N~/O 3~A/f1/0
extra Col. LCX1d(Levello-li) 0.25 0.7.5 0.7.5 0.7.5 0.75
.tf N.:a Number of floor level at fop ofcolumn contSidered.
Load ofAny Level= Total Load(Level 1-2) +(N-t)(Incremenf cachSfory)
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Table 3
Gravity LoadtS in Colurnn8or Frome
804ed on- TribufQr~ Areq Of rlOQr-s
(Working Loads)
ColA Working Col 8 Workity ColC Working ColD Working All Cots.
Load Load Load l.oad 2P
3j.41< <;1..3#< ~ 28.9 ItJO.5/CAI-A2 8/-82 C/-(2 .54.9 DI-D2
A2-A~ 100.7 82-13' /44.2 C2-C3 /2d.9 oe-D3 85.7 459.5
A3-A4 /5G.0 f33-a4 ??7./ C3-C4 20'?9 D'-04 /3/.d 7/7.0
A4-A5 2/(;.3 134-I!JS 3/0.0 C4-CS ?7~.9 {)4-.os 18fj.3 ~t;;.S
A.5-AG '27(;,_(; 85-8<; 392.9 C5-CCD ..350.9 D5-DtiJ 234.(3· 12.5.5.2
A{;,-A 7 33'.9 !XJ·137 47.5.8 C(j,-C7 4?4.9 [)(;-O7 2~.~ /52.3.tJ
A7-AO .397.2 87-88 6.5<'.7 C7-Ctj 4~.9 Ol-aJ .3-'Z 7 /792.5
A8-A9 457.5 1>I3-/!J9 C,4/. (;, Cfj-C9 57'2..9 OO-D9 -"9.2 ?Ot4/.2
A9-A10 .5/7.tJ fJ9-I!JIO 7~4..5 C9-C/O (;4f6.9 09-0/0 44QfiJ ?32~9
AIO-AII .57t!J.9 8/0-l!Jh ~08.2 'C/o-ell 7217 OIO-/)IJ 492.9 26J01.7
-12
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TobIe 4
Foefared Gravitv Load.s in Column" of Frame
8o.:;ed" on Tributary Area of r/oor.s
Gravity Load Case (1.70 x Working Load)
Co/.A UII. Col. fJ UtI. col.e UII. Col.O Ull. All Cols
load lood Load load ~p
~ I< I< Ie I<
A I-A '2 6JQ2 8/-82 104.2 C/-C2 93." 0/-02 49.2 "OG.9
A2-A3 /7/.2 fj2-133 '245./ C2-C3 ?/9./ D2-D3 14~.7 . 7~ll
A.3-A4 2G.5. '2 63-84 -'<'<D. I C.3-C4 ~44.9 03-04 224./ 1??Q.3
A4-A5 J6,7. 7 84-85 327.0 C4-C5 470.7 04-05 -'II.G /(;77.0
A.5-A(D 470.2 13S-l!JfiJ t;<;7.9 CS-Ct;, ~9fiJ.5 D15-061 ..399.' 2/33.7
A~i47 .572.6 f;(;rd7 ~~<5 C'-C7 7?2.3 X-07 4df#.fiJ ?590.5
A7-At!J ~75.3 /?J7-l!Jlj 949.6 C7-Cd t34tJ./ 07-DeJ .574./ .304~.9
Ad-A9 777.t!J ex!!J-b9 1090.7 C<5-C9 97'.9 Od-09 ~/.(i -'50.3.~
A9-AIO ~Q.3 l!J9-~ 1?3/.t; C9-CIO 1099.7 lJ9-010 749./ -'%0.3
AIO-AII ~4.1 fJlO-fJll /373.9 CIO-CII l?2tO.~ DIO..DI/ "~Z9 44??7
-13
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Toble .5
. Factored oravif':j Load.s in Co/urnnsof Trame
8or5ed on Tributor':! Area of F/oore5
----0----
6ravity P/u~ Wind Load Case (1.30)( Working Load)
ColA VII. Col. 8 VII: Cole UI'. CoLD UII. A/I Co/.s.
load Load load !Load 2.P
4(;.0 79.l k Ie IeAI-A2 131-82 CI-C2 7/.4 O/-O~ :37.tiJ ?34.7
A2-A3 /.!J().9 82-83 Id7.5 C2-C3 IG7,(Q D2-03 111.4 597.4
A.3-A4 202«:5 83-f.J4 ?95.2 C3-C4 ?G.3.CS D3-D4 /7/.3 933./
A4-A5 2"1. '2 84-85 403.0 C4-CS .3j~9 D4..05 2!3d.3 /2tJ2.4
A.5-AG ..3.?9.~ 86"8G 5/0.(j C5-CG 43(o.f O.5"D(p .30.5.2 /(;31.7
A(j;-A 7 4't!J.O BUJ-87 GltJ.6J Cr;"C7 .5.523 X-07 .372/ /98/.0
A 7-ACS 5/G.4 87-etJ 72(4.4 C7-CCJ CJ48.5 D7,-DtJ 439.0 ?33Q3
A8..A9 .594.6 M-89 ~.34.2 C<5-C9 744.7 0"-D9 505.9 2(;79.(;
A9..AIO (073.2 69-13/0 9420 C9-CIO tJ4Q9 09-0/0 572<; 3026.9
AIO-AII 752(; 810..1311 10.50.7C/o-ell 9..3d.2 010-011 CP4Qe; 33CJ2.3
-14
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~) Wind Loads,
1-1 = a 020 k.sf:< /2 ff x 24 ff =~.' 7(# kip.s
Top .:5fory (Level 110 2)
0.51-1 = 2.dd kip.s
8ottom :5tory (Level 10 fo II)
I. I H = <0.33 kipS
Table 0
Wind Load SheorcS in From e
5 tory' Curnu/ative I-Iorizontal .5heor L J-I
Leve/-s
rrom- Working Load rac tored Load
To - /.30 x Working
1- 2 2.<56 ".74
2-3 8.(04 11.?2
3-4 /4.40 I~. 70
4-.5 20./G 2(;.18
.5-G 2.5.92 -33.GG
6>-7 3/. CiJIj 4/./4
7-8 ~7.44 4d.G2
. d-9 4.3.20 5(0./0
9-10 4d:%J (;3..2
10-// .55.29 7/.tJ2
-15
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3. SELECTION OF PRELIMINARY MEMBER SIZES
3.1 Girders
The preliminary design of girders can be based on the
factored gravity load. Since a girder is able to form plastic
hinges at the face of the columns, the effective length of the
girders can be assumed to be the clear span length. For pre li-
minary design, the depth of column can be assumed to equal twelve
or fourteen inches. Lower stories generally require a fourteen
inch column. A fairly uniform column size is assumed in order to
simplify splicing. The required plastic moment of a girder, under
uniformly distributed load and forming the beam mechanism with
hinges at the column faces (Fig. 1), can then be found by:
w(L-d )2
c
16
where M = plastic moment capacity requiredp
w = factored gravity load
L = centerline span of gird>er
d = depth of columnc
'(L-d ) = clear span of girderc
(1)
When choosing member sizes, the geometric proportions of the
component plates of the members should be considered in order to
avoid early local buckling. To ensure that local buckling does
not occur until the plastic moment is reached and adequate addi-
tional hinge rotation has occurred, certain width-to-thickness
273.55 -17
. limitations are imposed on the flange. The depth-to-thickness
ratio is also limited since the web also tends to' buckle
locally. It -is recommended that the following ratios be used as
maximums when checking lQcal buckling tendencies in rolled wide-
flange beams
36 ksi
50 ksi
b/t
17
14
d/w
70
60
The values given for steel with a yield point strength of 50 ksi
are based on recent research. The 1963 AISC Specification does
not permit the application of plastic design to such steels.
General equations for these ratios can be found in Ref. 1.
3.2 Columns
The preliminary design of columns is based on axial load,
moment introduced from the girders, and position in the .frame.
For most braced columns, the moments from the incoming girders are
assumed to be distributed equally to the column above and the
column below the girder. The moment coming from a girder is
approximated by:
M =
w(L-d )(L+3d )
c c
16 (2)
This moment is assumed to act at the centerline of these columns
(Fig. 1). It is based on the beam end moment and the moment of
the shear force about "the centerline of the column 4
273.55
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By using the maximum pair of preliminary moments and thrusts
for the gravity or the combined loading case, trial column sections
may be select~d from reduced plastic moment rables (Part II -
2~':
Design Aids Book). This can be most easily done by sel~cting a
trial section with an axial yield load P greater than they
factored axial load. The ratio of the factored axial load to the
axial yield load P/Py is then calculated. For this value of P/Py
the reduced plastic moment tables give a reduced plastic moment
MpC for the column section being considered. The moment-capacity
of the section is reduced because of the axial force. For the
given axial load, the column has a definite moment capacity which
must be greater than the moments introduced from the girders in
order to avoid failure. This design procedure is consistent with
the current AISC Specification. Recent research has extended the
procedure to new steels such as ASTM A44l.
A special problem often arises at the corner joints between
girders and columns at the roof level. Here the moment require-
ment· based on a symmetrical beam mechanism (Fig. 1) in the girder'
might be somewhat greater than the moment capacity of a column
which is suitable for all other probable loads. In this area the
required revised girder moment is based on the mechanism shown in
Fig. 2 and is given by:
M
P
=
2
w(L-d ) (2L+d )
c c
8(3L-d )
c
1<M (L-d )P c
(3L-d )
c
( 3)
*Since the Design Aids Book is referred to often in this paper, it
will be understood that it is Reference 2 and no further mention
of the reference number will be made.
273.55
where kMp = column plastic moment (determined for the
. corresponding value of piP )
. Y ~-
-l9
A new girder section is then chosen using the new M value as foundp
above. The procedure for selecting preliminary memb-ers is illus-
trated in Example 2. Example 2 consists of three tables of
tabulated calculations and trial designs. Using the factored
gravity loads found in Example 1, trial girder sections are
selected in Table 7 based on M values calculated by Eq. 1.P ,
Table 8 presents the tabular calculation of column end moments
using Eq. 2. Trial column sections to resist the axial loads from
Table 4 and the moments calculated in Table 8 are selected (Table
9) using Part II of the Design Aids. Preliminary design checks
on the trial column sections are then made using Parts I and II
of the Design Aids.
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Example 2
Select girder and trial column sect'lons for
the f'ro.me in Example I using tobu\a-red
ca'cu lations.
For trial design) assume co\umn depth is l'G')n.
Girders selected will be sHghtly larger than
necessary if actua.l column \s \4in. Use A3C:, steel
qirder~.
Table 7 - Tria\ Gird.ers
G\rder No Factored w Lg ReqUired Mp
.-
Un\ts kip/ft feet k\p-ft
Source Table' L-d c wLe.g
\(0
P\\ -B' 3.ra7 29 192.8
B\-Cl 3.~7 23 lel.3
C \- D l 3.G, 7 23· \e, .3
~c-B2 5,02 Z9 ZC04
B2-Ce 5,02 23 \ CoCo
C2- D8 5.0e ~3 {bb
Req.ulred Z S e.c t\on ~ctuCl\ Z
Un'its \n.3 - \n?
Source Mp/uy Handbook Ha.ndbook
Al-B( G4.3 1~W-40 72.7
*"
BI - C\ 40.5 \G:,B2~ ~3.9C, -D \ 40.5 '~B G~ 43.9 *
Ac-B£ 88.0 18 V'F45 89.~
B2-C2 50.3 \ <0 \f'F3Co 03.9
C2-D2 55.3 \CoY'F3~ 03,9
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* Md.)' have to be made larger 'If exterior column
\5 inadeq.uate to resist roof girder end moment.
A.5sume de = IeIn. In step @K= I for leve' l.
K =t- for all othel"" levels. (Constant Mu\t\plier to.
use In Eq.. e},
Ta.b\e 8 -- Column Momeni-s ;Due To G'rder. Lo~d5
CD ® @
G\rder NOt Factored w L+3dc L-dc
Un\ts K\p/ft feet ·feet
Source Table 1
A\- B\ 3,(;,7 33 c9
B\-C\ 3.G7 '?v 7 2,3
C \ -Dl 3.G7 ~7 2,3
A2~B2 5.0'G 33 29
B2-C2 l3 .02 27 23
C2,-D2 5.0~ 27 23
(±) @ ©
Gl"cler Column No. Column
N\omeni Qt . Moment"
C.olumn ct
Units k\p-fi - k'p-f-t
Source K~C!)x®)(® - D'fference1Co .
A\-B\ 220 A\~AZ 2?-,O ...B\-B2 77.rc
B\-C' \ 4 'Z.4 CI~C2 0
Cl-D\ 14 e~4 D\-D2 \42_4 •
~2~B2 150 ~c-A3 \50 ...
B2- C'G 97.0
Bc-B3 52.5 ••
C2-C3 0 .. "
C2-D2 97.5 DZ-D3 9 7.r:s ~.
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~ May be. reduced- and girder size \ncrea.sed if
column selected lor story a -3 ~'5 too sma'i
to accept th\s moment.
..~ Same co)umn moment above. and be\ow g\rders
for all lower stories ha.ving someg\rder
moments.
Column load MO'ment Column Tria. \
"No P HeLghi- Column
Un\ts kip k\p-fi leet
Source Tuble" 4 Table 8
Ae-~3 ) 71 \50 12 \4V'F43
B2-B3 245 52.5 12 \ 2VF40
lOW39
C '2- C 3 219 0 12 8\"F24
8V'Fc8
02-D3 14Co 975 \2 eWe8
A\O-J\'" 984 \50 )5 14ff)\9
BlO-B" \374 5'2.5 \5 14W"l48
C\O-C)\ 12 ?7 0 \5 \4W\3~
DIO-Dl\ 838 97.5 \5 \4VV=-\11·
Py Pip)' M pc Comment
Units k\p k,p-,i
A~-A3 455 0.38 154 O.K.
Be~B3 424 0.58 8G O.K.
4\3 O~~O CoCo O.K.
Ce-C3 G5~ O.8~ 9 O.K~
2,9~ O.7~ 'G5 O.K,
D2-D3 508 0.29 11 B O.K.
AIO-All \2S9 0.78 lCo4 O.K.
BIO-B\\ , 50 rr 0.9' bG O.K.
ClO-Cll \439 0,85 \30 O.K~
DlO- Dll ,\ 75 0.7\ \ 99 O.K~
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4. DESIGN OF BRACING SYSTEM
4.1 Design Requirements
In the design of braced multi-story frames, it is assumed
that the bracing will carryall the lateral forces (load factor
= 1.30) plus the overturning moment. This is equivalent to
assuming real hinges at the ends of all columns in each level and
is usually conservative since the'analysis does not consider the
'stiffness of the frame itself. This Chapter will consider only
direct structural bracing with diagonal bracing used for illus-
tration (Fig. 3). Bracing is assumed to be in one bay only although
it may be distributed to more than one bay. The frame is assumed
to be braced as long as each story is braced in at least one bay
(not necessarily the same bay) in each story. The bracing is
assumed to have no compressive strength because it will usually
be quite slender and have an elastic buckling load much below its
tensile strength.
Bracing is designed on the basis of strength to resist story
shears, and of stiffness against the tendency of the frame to
buckle sideways under gravity load alone. 'Design may also be
controlled by maximum reasonable bracing slenderness. The design
equations for these conditions are as follows:
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1. Strength Requirement
The braces resist all the lateral forces (Fig. 4) by
direct tension. The area required can be found by:
where
Lbi i
3
m+lL bi
Abi1 = L L H. + EL2h.
~ P. ·1
·1 1. 1 1Jcry 1
= required bracing area in i-th story for
Condition (1)
(4 )
L
i
E H.
1 1.
m
= span of braced bay
= length of brace in the i-th story
= sum of the lateral forces above and
including the i-th level CL.F. - 1.30),
as found in Table 6,Example 1
= number of beams in a story
m+l
t P·· 1 =1 1J
sum of t"he j column axial 'loads in the
i-th story (1. F. ='.1.30), as found in
Table 5, Example 1
This brace requirement is derived from the assumption that
the diagonal brace in a story assumed to be pin-jointed will
just reach yield point stress when the frame carries its full
factored lateral 'load at the same time that the factored
gravity loads are in a sway displacement equal to that at
which the diagonal brace will yield.
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2. Frame Buckling Reguirement
Under gr'avity load alone the frame may tend to buckle
sideways. The bracing must provide sufficient stiffness
to preVent this type of failure. The elastic force in
the brace at a given sway counteracts the overturning
effect of the gravity loads at the samw sway. The
required area is found by:
m+l
E
1
P. ·21J (5 )
where m+l
E
1
P .. is the sum of the j column axial loads
1J
in the i-th story for Condition (2)
CL.F. = 1.70).
3. Slenderness Requirement
It is usually required that the slenderness ratio of
the brace be less than a certain maximum allowable value.
The AISC Specification provide for a maximum slenderness
ratio of 300 for bracing members in tension. This design
condition can be expressed as
where r bi is the radius of gyration of the brace in the
i-th story.
(6)
For adequate bracing, all three of the above conditions must
be satisfied. Use of these equations is shown in Example 3
at the end of this chapter. Using Eqs. 4, 5, and 6, and the
273.55
tabulated horizontal forces (Table 6), the general
criteria for diagonal bracing for the example frame
are found. The final braci~g requirements for each
story are presented in tabular form and members are
selected to satisfy these requirements.
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Other types of bracing besides diagonal bracing can be used.
The same basic requirements for the bracing member must be met.
Reference 11 presents a detailed explanation of K bracing.
Equations for other conditions and for other types of bracing are
not presently available but can be derived by a procedure similar
to the one in Refs. 1, 17.
4.2 Contribution of Frame Stiffness
The frame itself will contribute to the resistance to hori-
zontal shear. This contribution has been neglected in designing
the bracing members where it would not change the selected member
sizes if it were included. However, it may be desirable to include
the frame resistance to shear in computing the axial force in the'
beams in the braced bay when the final design of the girders is
done. Using the equations for the moment at the left end of the
beam and the moment at the end of the column, the shear resistance
HFi of the frame at the i-th level can be found by statics to be
273.55
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where
12ER ffi. k cjHFi =~ E (7)1 + 4k1 1 cj
~j
E = modulus of elasticity
h. = story height of the level in question1
R = chord rotation of the columns (can be
assumed to equal 0.004)
k = I ./h. for column jcj Cl 1
kBj = IE·/L. for beam j1 1
This approximation is for a regular frame (Fig. 4) and uses the
assumptions that the beam end moment is shared equally by the
column above and below and that the moment at the bottom of the
lower column is the same as at the top.
If the story deflection index under working loads is limited
to 0.002 (including the contribution of the braces, the beams,
and the'columns, but exclusive of the P-6 effect), the index
under ultimate loading should be approximately (1.3) (0.002) =
0.0026. This index does not include the p-~ effect. Conserva-
tively the'story rotation could be set equal to 0.004 at ultimate
loads including the P-6 effect for computational purposes.
When the columns have considerably greater stiffness than the
beams, as would be the case in the lower stories of a tall frame,
then the equation for shear resistance can be simplified to
J
273.55
3ER
= T
l
m
~
1
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( 8)
The calculation of story resistance is illustrated in Example 4.
This example uses the frame dimensions from Example 1 and the
preliminary member sizes selected in Example 2 to calculate the
horizontal frame resistance by Eq. 7. The framets resistance is
compared to the applied horizontal load and if the frame resistance
is larger than the load no di~gonal bracing is needed.
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Examp\e 3·
Des',gn braclng for the frame 0' Example".
G,ven: <Jy := 3<0 ksi J
G-'n.
____--------..----i---,.---
e4 ft.
Use. c \enY' d\sto.nces
h = ~ e -\ =- 'l fi. L = e4 - \ = e 3 ft
Lb = JI1 2 + E32' = E5.5ft.
Lb' i L 3b - YYlt'A b \ -== 'L \-\ i + \ L P--
o-y L' E Lit h, l IJ
_ eo 5.5 \ . ( 2.5.5)3 rn.+1-(3Co~ LH\ + 29 000 (2.3Y{1 I) L p\j\ , ' \
l rn.+\
:=. 0.0 308 L. Hi + 0.0000984 L PjJ-, ,
Use load fa.c..tor i.30
f:\b2 =- L~i L. P'j =0.0000984 LP,j
E~ hi
Use load )actor \.70
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Slenderness Ratio Re.q.u\rement
Use single a.ngles
Unbraced length in plane of frame: Lb
2
r x = ( G5.5)0 2) . == 0 :5 1in(e)( 300) · ·
Unbracedlength out-or-plane: L b
ry = (~j>6~(l2r = \. 02 in.
Bottom story
h =. 15 -, = \4 ft. L=~3 ft.
L b = j \4? + e 3 G = ZG> .95ft.
2C>.95 i (e~.95)~ 'Cflt\
A. bl = (3~){2 3) ~ Hi + 2. 9\000 U: 3)te.3X\4) T Pij
\ - 'tl-+'
= 0.032(; ~ Hi + 0.00009\7 t Pij
ry = (\2)(cG:».95) = \ 078\n300 · ..
rx = 0.5 '39 in.
n L \-\ I. '?> L p\.?l 3.08'1.\02LH 9.84)( lO-YP A b \
Unfits kip ~\p ·n (, -\n~ \n.~\ .
\ 3.7Cc 234.7 ·0. \ l5 O.OR,3l O. ) 3B \
G )\. ~c S9f.4 O.34~ 0.0587 0.4047
3 18.70 933.\ 0.575 0.09\7 o .Coc-oro7
4 2,c,. \8 1G8 8.4 0.808 O.l2~ 0.934
5 33 ~CoCo ) (p '3' .7 \ ,04 O. )G:> 0 \ .2,0
to 4 \ . \4 J98 \,0 ,. 20 O. \9 5 ) .456
7 4 B.CoZ Z 330.3 \.~O O. Ge. 9 ) ,729
8 5G.\O GCo 79.rc, \.f3 0.2 Co4 ) .. 994
273.55
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<3 ~3.S8 3028.9 ).9G, 0.298 2.25B
n 'r H EP 3.'2Co~)O-~H 9. \7'1. 'O-.q[P A b \
'\0 7 \ .8'2 3382.3 2,'34 0.3'0 G.G>5
A b ~ w\\\ be \ess than .A..bl and there10re "\'0
not cl,t~'CQl in th\s 5tructu\e.
USlngsinq\e anq\e s (doub)e angles can a.\so
be used) the. area and the s\enderness
req.uirements Oll aH\evelco are '5ot\sfled by
a. L ~x6x S
1(0
A = 3. G, S 'n.a. \ z = ), 2 0 \n,
we\ght -= \2, ~4 pounds pel foot
l010' 'lYeignt of Bra.c\ng
= (9)( 2)( 2~\5)('2.4)+ (2)(2.G.9S)( \2.4)
== 3.)8 -ron
273.55
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Example 4
Determ\ne the hor·\zontalframe res\sto.nce
07 the top story of the frame of Examp\e e.
Leve \ \
t G, \f\F40 \GB2G
(1) 0 ~ <X)U) ~ ~~ ~ ~.
(\J cU cD d)
- -
h = ,2, ft
.-
30'
-
Gil'
-
c4'
- -
~
k c j ;;:: Iei for co\umn Jhi
kBj= I B \ for beo.m jL,
_ (12)(O.004)(30000)~ G.9~ ~ 0.573 ~
HF'l - (\2)()2.,) \+4(2..9G» + 1+-4(2.\5) +1+4l0.573)
\.Ar3 },035 1.035
== lO(O,3'7t O~23'G +O*'7~)
= 7. ~ 8 Kip:> 3.74 Kip
:. No brac.ing is needed for the TOp story.
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5. FINAL DESIGN OF GIRDERS
5.1 Dead and Live Load
The final design of girders for dead and live loads is
exactly the same as used in preliminary design except that more
accurate column depths can now be used. As in preliminary design-
where L = L - dg c
d = average column depths for the aJolnlng columns
c
as found in the preliminary design.
5.2 Dead, Live and Lateral Loads
Girders in the braced bay must be checked for axial load and
if necessary redesigned as beam-columns. Assuming the frame is
braced in one bay only, the axial force (Fig. 5) in a girder
which is in equilibrium with the forces in the diagonal bracing
proportioned according to Eq. 4 is:
P . =gl
i
1::
1
H. + R.
l l
( 10)
where Pgi = axial girder force'
R. = the i-th story rotation ( L\. Ih. ) whichl l l
can be conservatively assumed to be
equal to 0.004
H. ,HF . ,P. · = are as defined in Chapter 41 1 1J
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The load factor in this case is 1.30 because combined loading is
being considered. When the girder in the braced bay is subjected
to axial force, its ability to carry transverse load is reduced.
The reduced transverse load capacity is given by:
where
w =
(P -p .)(P -p .)w
e gl 0 gl P
P (P -0.4 P .)
o e gl
= elastic buckling load =
2E . 2TT r
x
L 2
g
( 11)
p . = thrust in the girder for the i-th levelgl
P = axial capacity of the beam section with-
o
out bending moment
wp :::::::
16Zer
------y..... =
L 2
g
the transverse load capacity of the
girder in the absence of axial load
This equation is based on the interaction equation for the strength
ofa fixed-end beam subjected to a uniformly distributed trans-
verse load. The transverse load can also be found graphically
from Fig. 6. Sample calculations of beam-column loads and the
design of members are shown in Example 5 at the end of this chapter.
The frame resistance HFi for sample levels is calculated as was
done in Example 4 as well as by the simplification of Eq. 8. A
second calculation using Eq. 10 and involving the applied load,
the p-~ effect, and the frame resistance is made to obtain the
axial force in the girder of the braced bay.
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Where the axial force in the girder exceeds 0.15 P they
girders selected in Example 2 are checked by Eq. 11 to see that
the axial load and the transverse load can be carried simultaneously.
5.3 Shear
The influence of shear should also be considered. One limit
usually proposed for the maximum attainable shear is that at which
the whole web is fUlly yielded in shear. Then,
cr w(d-2t)
Y (12)
where V = maximum shearm
'T'y = yield stress in shear
A
w =
area of the web
If the approximation
1 - 2dt ~ 0.93
is used, the equation for maximum shear becomes
or for practical use
V
'm
(13 )
36 ksi
50 ksi
19.5 wd
27 wd
No design adjustments are necessary if the applied shear force is
less than the maximum attainable shear. If it is larger, either
a deeper section or a section with a thicker web should be chosen.
The web may also be stiffened by a doubler plate.
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5.4 Lateral Bracing
Lateral bracing must be provided at and in the vicinity of
--36
plastic hinges. so that the plastic moment can be maintained lll1til
straining has progres,sed to strain hardening and failure takes
place by local buckling. Floor joists which frame into the beam
to be braced can serve as bracing. The joists must provide axial
strength and stiffness to resist the main memberts tendency toward
lateral deflection. The bracing members must also possess bending
stiffness about their own major axis to resi?t'the tendency of the
main member to twist. Lateral bracing should be placed at each
plastic hinge location and at distances L to either side of each
cr
hinge (Fig. 7) where L as found by anal~/tical and experimental
eX'
studies has been shown to be:
Uniform Moment (y > 0.7)
where
'firy
y = ratio of end moments on the braced segments
(smaller end moment in braced span divided
by the larger end moment)
K = 0.54' - if adjacent span is elastic
(14)
K ~ 0.80 - if adjacent span is yielded Cy > 0.88)
The critical length might be considered as the height of an
imaginary column comprising the compression half of the beam.
This column must reach the yield stress and permit additional
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straining to nearly 0.8 of the strain-hardening strain. The
critical length also depends .somewh~t on the restraining
characteristics of the adjacent span of the member, which
provides better restraint if it is largely elastic.
To formulate a practical design recommendation, an effective
length factor K = O. 54 is assumed and Eq. -14 is evaluated for
different yield stresses as:
L
cr
36 ksi
50 ksi
38 r y
28 r y
L
cr
Moment Gradient (~l.O < Y < 0.7)
= O.7TTry
~y
,This situation is more favorable than the uniform moment
case because beams under moment gradient yield in a relatively
( 15)
non-critical location (at the end of the span) and thus tend to
buckle locally before they buckle laterally. Based on the idea
tnat local buckling will occur first, theory and experiments have
shown that the plastic hinge angle which can be delivered would
. 10 14
exceed the usual requlrements. '
For practical use the critical bracing spacing necessary to
maintain the plastic moment until local buckling occurs can be
expressed in terms of the radius of gyration for various steels as:
273.55
36 ksi
50 ksi
65 r y
55 r y
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The values L given for the two types of moment distribution and
cr
steel are not in agreement with Part II of the AISC Specification.
Recent research has shown that the values given provide adequate
lateral bracing while using material more economically.
Bracing should also meet the following dimensional require- ,
ments:
1. Axial strength and stiffness to provide a tensile
force to resist the lateral deflection tendency of the
main member.
>
o.19L
a
b ( 16)
2. Flexural stiffness to resist the bending of the
bracing member by the twisting of the main member.
< ( 17)
where A,b,t,d = dimensions of member to be braced
= length of bracing member
= depth of bracing member
0.22b2t
= = bracing area required to resistLL+LR
axial force caused by the main
member trying ta deflect in the
out-af-plane direction
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L
a
= distance (left or right) from bracing
. member
= larger value of LR and 1L
The bracing should be connected to the compression flange.
In addition a vertical stiffener is needed. If the bracing can
not be framed into the compression flange, then this flange should
be held in place by braces, such as a pair of diagonal braces
(Fig. 8). When bracing is possible on only one side of a girder
it is still necessary to provide lateral bracing equivalent to
bracing on two sides of the girder. This can be done by doubling
the area and the moment of inertia of the bracing members. When
the compression flange is completely embedded into a concrete slab,
the member can be assumed to be fully restrained against lateral
buckling. However, even in this case the local buckling require-
ments should be met and vertical stiffeners should 'be provided at
hinge locations. Light sheeting or grating, intermittenly tack
welded to the top flange of t~e beam would in general not meet' the
flexural stiffness requirements and should thus not be counted on
to provide adequate bracing. Bracing in the elastic portion of the
beams can be spaced according to Part I of the AISC Specification.
The design of lateral bracing is illustrated in Example 6 at the
end of this chapter. In this example a fixed-end beam from a
mUlti-story frame is designed in A36 steel to support a uniformly
distributed load. Based on the solutions presented for Eqs. 14 and
15 the required maximum spacing of the lateral bracing is found.
Minimum sizes of intersecting floor members which serve as bracing
are determined by using Eqs. 16 and 17.

Resista\'\ce of Frame to ,-Horizonta\ -Load'5t
kcj . kBj 4kcj 4kcj/KBj \+ ~ KCj/~ Eg,.7 Eq..8
OperaTion (Z) ~ 6) ® © (l) ~ ~
Units \n.3 in.3 \ n~3 in.3 kip k\p
Cc-Dc c".98 l,95 \ \.9~ ~. 12 7. \ G 0,4\8
2. \ 5 1-.55 8.~O S.~s G:,.55 O,32B
a.bs \.5~ 2.72 l.75 G.75 0.247
L 0.05 0.993 9.59 IG.2,O
C\O-DIO 7.<:00 t~95 30.5c \ 5. G,4 ,~. "4 O.~58
9.30 1.55 37.20 c'4.'OO 25.00 0.372
8.85 \.55 35.40 22.~8~ 23.82 0.37\
L 5.05 '",20\ 9.30 9.7G:,
Axia.\ Force ) P~
~H' RLP 'H F \ Pg Sect-ion Py Pg/Py
® @ @ - @ ~ (!) @Operat\on (2)
Uni-ts k\p kip -k,p k\p kip
C2-D2 11.2,1 2.39 -\0,09 2.7\ ICoW3~ 38e O~007 \ OK
C'O-D\O 7-).82 '3.55 - 9_5\" 75.S'=:, l~V\F3ra 382 o. \9BS "N,G.
I"V
-...J
LN
(n
V1
I
~
~
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For- the tabular computation of the -tran~­
verse load capac\ty of beam- co\umns, it
\5 convenient to 'f€Q\range Eq,.. \\ to
W' -= cr-~;~ (\- -K ) wp :=~ N'2,w(Je · 0- <J'o D P
w-here
~ =Pg
A.
DesYgn of Girder CIO-D10 as 0.. Beam-Column
Pg 'W L g Section A Z
Kip k"lp ",n in2 \,n 3
75~87 3.85 ~7~.OB \~W-4S \3.24 8 '2.. 0
r-x L/r (L/r)~ d-" ct'e 0-0
\n kip/in2 kiplinG kipj",nG
~.~4 4\~ 3 )'10~ 5.73 1~.7.B 34.03
cs-'! <1""'0 Nt NG D wp w
k\ p/in2. kip/in t kip/fi k',p/ft
O.\b8 1~3,77 0.832 , Co5.5\ 7.54 <0.2
Check for Loca\ Buckl\ng
~ < 70 - tOOL = 70-\00 (j'-'w - ,. Py (Jy
~Co.Co? 70-}OO(S.73) =54.\
3(P
... U~e a \~ \,f'P -4 5
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Examp\e b
I /IA fl'xed-end bea.m of 30-0 lenqth is to
support a uniform\y d\str\buted wo~king load
01 2 kip per ft. The dicotance between
adjacent beams \~ \0'... 0". Design the beam {'or
A 3G steel, Determine The '\ocation and the Slze
of the floor jo\sie or filler beams wh\ch serve
00 bra.c\ng members) us\ng ~ 3~ 5tee~\. The load
factor to be used \'0 L.f =\.70.
~! I! II1II1II1I ((I III! III11I11I ~
M p required = it ~L~)
\tv = (\.7)( e) =: 3.4 kip/ft. \ L= 30 ft
M p = \h(3.4)(30)2. = \9' kip-ft. = e 290 kip-ln.
Req.u\red Plastic Modulus
M
Z = p - C.~2° =G3.7in.3I (jy
Try \~ 'V'F 3G Z = G3. 9 In.3
--fL= \5.85 =53.0.< 70 ... O.K.
vv O.c99
b _ 0.99 _T" - o.4eS - IG.3 < \7 .'. OK.
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Max\mum Shear: 1,L = (3.4~30) =51.0kiP ]
.... ·-·Shear OK
19.5 wd = 19.5(O.299)()5.85y= <32.5 > 51.0 kIp
... Use 1<; W3tO Beam
Spacing of \Qteral brac\nq:
In region of near uniform moment (at center):
lcr =38ry == 380.45) =55\n.
\n region 01 moment gra.di ent (a.t ends):
Lcr = ~5ry =C:,5(l.45) =94 in.
)5~-O/ =180in. ~.
-1
I I ? BracingJ1IIIIf Arrangement
t ~~ ~(05\n, T ~5in. 50\n~
Mp O. lSG> M p
Mp
Design of Brac\nq
L b = lOft = I e Gin.
_ 3Ey L b Ad
d b - b 2 "t
Ey= 2:foboo == 0.0012.4-
d b = (3)(O·92.1~~l~~~~i%~~~f·85) == 3.CO\n.
l-ry ~ B 12 Brac\ng members
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A - O.CC b 2 t
br- LL,+ L R
= (0. 2E¥~.;~)~(O.4e8)= O.04C> in2 -< 3.53in.e
0.)9 La.
b
.-. Use 0B\2 Brac\ng members
Cm\nimum req..uirement)
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6. FINAL DESIGN OF COLUMNS
In the preliminary design of columns, the member sizes were
selected simply on the basis of their reduced plastic moment with
no attention given to the various possibilities of buckling and
instability failure associated with coll}.mns. In the final design
process, member sizes will be checked or modified to take into
account the possibilities of these types of failure. The following
paragraph describes briefly the failure modes which occur in
columns and should be considered in design.
If a column does not sway and has bracing between floors to
prevent out-at-plane movement, it is called a "braced" column in
this report. The possible failure modes for braced columns are:
1. Strong axis buckling, if only axial force is present
(Fig. 9a).
2. Failure due to excessive bending in the plane of the
frame (instability), if combined axial force and
bending moment are present (Fig. 10).
If sway is prevented in a column but out-of-plane movement
between floor levels is allowed, the column is called an Ttunbraced Tt
column. The design conditions for an unbraced column are:
1. Weak axis buckling, if only axial force is present
(Fig. 9b) ..
2. Lateral-torsional buckling, if combined axial force
and bending moment are present (Fig. 11).
273.55
6.1 Columns Under Axial Load Only
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The d,esign ofaxially-loade.d columns, both braced and unbraced,
can be based on the column buckling formula given in the Column
Research Council Guide. 8 In terms of critical stress the column
buckling formula can be written in the following form:
O'er
1-
cry
-[~J2 (18)=
4TT2Ecry
where O'cr = critical stress
cr = yield stressy
K = effective length factor
h = height of the column
r = radius of gyration
The buckling configuration of an individual column in a braced
frame is similar to' that of a.pinned-end column. This is because
the formation of plastic hinges at the ends of the beams where they
are connected to the columns tends to reduce the "end restraint on
the column. Thus the effective length factor K can be taken equal
to one, th~ value for simply-supported columns.
Part I of the Design Aids gives values of the critical stress
computed from the column formula given above. For braced columns,
the strong axis radius of gyration is used in computing the
slenderness ratio. For unbraced columns the weak axis radius of
gyration should be used. With the critical stress value from the
table for the Kh/r value as calculated, the critical axial load
P can be found by:
cr
273.55
P = (j ,A
cr ," cr
The trial column section must have a critical load equal to or
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( 19)
greater than the computed axial force corresponding to the design
ultimate load.
Local buckling is an additional problem which can be avoided
in axially loaded rolled wide-flange shapes if the bit and d/w
ratios do not exceed the following limits
cry
36 ksi
50 ksi
bit
32
26
d/w
42
36
All shapes listed in Part II of the Design Aids meet these geometric
restrictions for the d~signated steel.
6.2 Strength of Beam-Columns
A member loaded with both axial load and bending moment is
called a beam-column. In multi-story frames most of the columns
.are really beam-columns. The axial load comes from the columns
above the column in question and from the adjacent floor loads
and the moment is transmitted from the connecting girders. A
special case arises in interior columns with equal adjacent spans
loaded equally on both sides. In this case the bending moments
from the adjacent girders became equal and the columns are then
loaded by axial loads only. These columns can be designed as
axially loaded columns by the procedure described in Sect. 6.1.
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For the purpose of design, beam-columns can be classified
into two main categories--bracedand unbraced. This section
will describe the situation in which each category is found and
the-strength characteristics ,which may be expected from each.
Design aids based on these strength characteristics will be
described as well.
Braced Beam-Columns
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Increasing loads and/or moments will cause a braced column to
deflect in the plane of the frame. At some point in the loading
process, excessive bending in the plane of the frame will cause
failure to occur. The deflected shapes and the strength of the
column are dependent on the type of loading and the position of
the column in the frame. The important types of deflected shapes
occur'under the following conditions of column position in the
frame and column loading:
1. Double curvature--exterior columns ill1der full or
partial (checkerboard) loading and interior columns
\
with unequal adjacent spans under full or partial
loading.
2. Single curvature--interior columns under partial
loading.
273.55
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The type of deflection configuration a column will take is
consistent with the sign of the end moment ratio q. For this
report q will be defined as M2/M1 where Ml is the larger (in
absolute value) of the two moments and where clockwise applied
moments are positive. q is positive when the col~mn is bent in
double curvature and negative when it is in sirgle curvature.
The deflection configuration is of interest because columns behave
differently when they are bent in one configuration or the other.
The strength of a single curvature column drops quickly as the
rotation is increased and therefore the single curvature condition
is a critical one for the design of beam-columns. Double curvature
columns, however, can maintain their strength after the maximum
value of moment is reached. This configuration constitutes a more
favorable situation for the design of beam-columns.
Unbraced Beam-Columns
For columns bent about the strong axis but without bracing
between floors in the weak direction,·there is a tendency towards
lateral-torsional buckling which may reduce the maximum moment
capacity of a column and may impair its rotational capacity
(Fig. 12). Lateral-torsional buckling strength depends largely
on the slenderness ratio, end moment ratio, and sectional
properties. For most practical problems the reduction in moment-
carrying capacity has been found to be small.(30)
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To aid in the design of beam-columns, moment-rotation curves
for various end moment and axial load to yield load ratios have
been developed based on th-e Column Deflection Curve concept by
using numeric~l integration. Part III of the Design Aids gives
moment-rotation curves for various Pip ratios and for end momenty
ratios q of 0 and -1, and for columns with one end fixed. These
end moment ratios were selected because the curves represent nearly
correct results for most practical columns or else-give conser-
vative answers. The curves are for columns braced between floors
in the weak direction and can be used to check whether the columns
selected in the pre.liminary design have adequate capacity to
resist the applied moment.. The curves can also be used for
unbraced columns if the additional problems of weak axis buckling
and lateral-torsional; buckling are considered.
In using the curves for double curvature columns, the maximum
moment ordinate (in terms of M/M ,actual column moment to column
, ' pc
plastic moment ratio) is given in the curve labeled q = 0 which has
an h/r value equal to one half the strong axis slenderness of the
actual column. This curve provides the correct answer because a
double curvature column (Fig. 13) behaves just like two shorter
columns, each with one end pinned and having the sum of their
lengths equal to the length of the double curvature column. For
columns in single curvature, the effective M/M ratio is foundpc
from the chart with q = -1 and an h/r ratio found by using the
total height of the column in question.
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Charts for the design of the bottom story columns are chosen
on the basis of the individual end conditions of the columns, such
as pinned, fixed, ~t'c.
6.3 Design of Braced Columns
In this article, th~ design of braced columns is discussed
for the case of full loading and for the case of partial or
checkerboard loading. In addition the special case of columns in
the bay which contains diagonal sway bracing is considered because
of the extra forces accumulated there from the diagonal bracing.
The required maxim_urn spacing of braces between floors to
qualify a column as a braced column is as follows:
Double Curvature
h/ry
36 ksi
50 ksi
65
55
Single Curvature
cry h/r
. y
36 ksi 38
50 ksi 28
These columns should also be checked for weak axis buckling. The
derivation of these values is given in Ref. 1. If the bracing
spacing required exceeds the height of the column, the column
acts as a braced ~olumn although no bracing is required. If
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bracing is found to be required, it can be proportioned according
to Eqs. 16 and 17 for the bracing Qf beams.
Local buckling must also be considered when designing beam-
columns. The limiting bit and d/w ratios for shapes to be used
as beam columns are as follows:
~y bit d/w
36 ksi 17 42
50 ksi 14 36
All shapes listed in Part II of the Design Aids meet these
geometric restrictions for the designated steel.
Full Loading
One possible loading case for the design of beam-columns is
the full loading case in which all possible loads are applied to
the structure simultaneously.
The bending momentMapplied to an exterior column at each
joint is computed for design purposes as M + V d /2 assumingpc·
each girder fails with plastic hinges at the two ends (column
faces) and at the mid-span. This moment is to be resisted by the
two adjacent column segments. It is appropriate in design calcu-
lations to assume the condition of symmetrical double curvature
since the strength of a column with low slenderness ratios (say
h/r < 40) is not significantly affected by a small variation in
x -
q. Since double curvature columns can maintain their maximum
moment at the ends while the column rotates through a considerable·
angle, it is only necessary to satisfy a statical condition for
273.55
each joint (Fig. 14):
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(20)
where M
ma
and M
mb are the maximum moments that can be resisted by
the columns above and below the joint as found in Part III of the
Design Aids.
If the slenderness ratio is limited to about 40, the maximum
moment may be taken as M for PiP equal to or less than 0.7.pc y
For higher P/Py ratios, the maximum moment will be less than Mpc
The reduced M value can be obtained from the moment-rotationpc
curves of Part III of the Design Aids.
Interior columns with unequal adjacent spans or with adjacent
girders designed for unequal loads must be designed to resist the
net moment transmitted by the girders. The net moment at each
joint can be expressed as Mpt - Mpr + (Vt - Vr ) dc/2. These
moments cause double curvature bending in all the column segments.
The situation is essentially the same as that for an exterior
column, and the same design procedure may be followed. The design
of a typical column for full loading is shown in Example 7 at the
end of this chapter. Since the bays adjacent to Column C in the
example frame are equal, the design of the interior column is
governed by the axial load. Using Part I of the Design A~ds and
Eq. 19, the trial column section from Example 2 can be checked for
adequacy.
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The case of live loads in alternate bays and stories (checker-
board loading) is often considered in design since it produces
more severe bending moment in the columns. The fo~Llowing disclls-
sion of column design for checkerboard loading will cover several
cases of columns: exterior columns, interior columns with equal
adjacent bays, and interior columns ,with unequal adjacent bays.
(a) Exterior Columns
A study of the moment-rotation curves given in Part III
of the Design Aids shows that the strength of beam-columns with
slenderness ratios smaller than 40 and subjected to axial forces
less than 0.6 P is not significantly affected by a change in they
end moment ratio. The maximum resisting mome~t that can be
developed at the ends is usually equal to Mpc Therefore,
checkerboard loading does not require any increase in the column
size.
For beam-columns subjected to axial forces higher than O.6P ,
Y
a change in the end moment ratio q usually results in a small
change of the moment-carrying capacity. An estimate of q is
therefore needed in the design. To estimate the q value of a
!
column, it is first necessary to compute the moments applied to
the two end joints by the girders. The moments including shear
effects transmitted by the girders to the joints can be approxi-
mated by:
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where
wFLg deM = M +
. F p 2· 2 (21)
Dead Loading
d
c
2 (22)
where Mp = joi~t moment transmitted by the girder with
full loading
wF = full factored load as found in Chapter 2
MD = joint moment transferred by the girder with
dead load
WD = factored dead load
M = plastic moment capacity of the girder withp
full loading
The moment transmitted by the girder with dead load only was found
by considering the girder to be fixed at both ends and assuming
elastic behavior. Using the moments as found above an estimate
for the column end moment ratio q can be found by.:
(23)
The maximum moment which can be applied to the column can then
be found by using Fig. 15 and the end moment ratio fram Eq. 23.
The condition to be satisfied in the design is that the sum of
the two resisting column moments should be equal to or greater
than the moment applied by the girder with full loading (see Fig.
20). The axial force in the column may be adjusted for the
removal of the live load from the adjacent girders. The design of
a typical exterior column segment is shown in Example 8 at the end
of this chapter. The joint moments corresponding to the given dead
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and live loads are computed using Eq. 21 and 22. The end moment
ratio is then estimated by Eq. 23. The resisting moments that
the column section selected "in Exampl~ 2 can develop are found
using Part III of the Design Aids and added. The sum is compared
to the maximum joint moment. If the resisting moment sum is equal
to or greater than the maximum joint moment (Eq. 20), the trial
column section is sati~factory.
(b) Interior Columns With Equal Adjacent Bays"
Under dead load alone the interior column betwe~n equal
bays remains essentially straight and the slope of the deflected
girders near the interior column is approximately zero. Upon
application of live load in a checkerboard pattern, unbalanced
moments are immediately introduced at the interior joints. At
each joint the unbalanced moment is resisted jointly by the columns
above and below and by the adjacent girder carrying only dead load.
The interior column segment may be bent in single curvature and
the column end moment ratio q can be conservatively assumed to
equal -1.0.
, To determine the resisting moment offered by the girder, it
is necessary to consider the moment-rotation behavior. When the
girder is loaded with dead load only, the rotation adjacent to
the interior column is essentially zero and the moment introduced
to the column is given by Eq. 22. The application of live load to
alternate girders causes interior joints to rotate. This in turn
causes the interior end of the girders with dead load only (restrain-
ing girders) to rotate until the girder forms a plastic hinge at
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the face of the interior column. The maximum resisting moment is:
d
c
""2 (24)
where MT = maximum resisting moment provided by the
restraining girder
M = plastic moment capacity of the restrainingp.
girder
It should be noted that Mp CEq. 21) and MT CEq. 24) are not the
same. There are different loading conditions which cause the
shear contribution to the moment to be different. In a two bay
equal-span frame, the rotation of the girder at the formation of.
the plastic hinge can be estimated by assuming that, the far end
is pinned (Fig. 16). The rotation is given by: .
where
8 = ~ f O"y [1 _.± . WD] Lg
phl 3 E 3 wT dg
8phl = the rotation at which a plastic hinge
forms in the restraining girder at the
face of the interior column.
f = shape factor of the restraining girder.
(25)
(26)
In a frame of three or more bays; the end rotation of an
interior ,girder at the formation of the plastic hinge is given by:
8ph2 = f I [1 -t :~] ~
8phl and 8ph2 differ because of the restraining effect o·fan
additional bay (Fig: 17) which is present in frames' with more
than two bays. The additiona~ bay causes the far end 'of the
273.55
restraining girder to react differently.
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The moment-resisting capacity of the restraining girder and
the columns above and below the joint in question can be found by:
1. Calculate the plastic hinge rotation 8ph and the
girder mom~nts ~ and Mu for the girder carrying,
dead load only.
2 Drawn the moment-rotation curve for the girder using·
the information from step 1 .(see Fig. 18).
3. Determine the moment-rotation curves for the columns
from Part III of the Design Aids assuming q - 1.0.
4. Sum the curves (Fig. 18) to obtain the joint moment-
rotation curve and determine the maximum resisting
moment of the joint when 8 = 8ph or when 8 equals
one of the two peak rotations of the moment-rotation
curves for the column segments above and below the
joint.
The maximum applied joint moment at the centerline of the
column can be found by:
d
c
2 (27)
where MM is the maximum girder moment ~ncluding strain hardening
at the centerline of the column. The applied joint moment includes
the effect of strain hardening in the girder under both dead and
live load. It has been found that strain hardening tends to increase
the maximum plastic moment by approximately 10 to 15%.(9)
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(c) Interior Columns With Unequal Adjacent Bays
The procedure described above may also be used in the
design of interior columns with unequal adjacent bays. But, in
this case, the columns are not always bent in single curvature,
and the end moment ratio q may not be close to -1.0. The'variation
of q with the ratios of adjacent span leng~hs and loads on the
adjacent girders can be expressed graphically. The resulting curve
(Fig. 19) can be used in design calculations to determine the end
moment ratio for a particular column. A more detailed discussion
on the design procedure can be found in Ref. 1. The design of a
typical interior column is illustrated in Example 9 at the end of
this chapter. Using dimensions, loads, and trial members from
Examples 1 and 2, the maximum applied joint moments are found by
Eq. 27. The moment-rotation curves are found for the column
segments using Part III of the Design Aids. The dead load moment,
the maximum moment, and the rotation at .the maximum moment for the
restraining girder are found using Eqs. 22, 24, and 25. The total
resisting moment is then found by the procedure given in Art. 6.3Cb)
and is compared to the maximum applied joint moment. If the applied
joint moment is larger, a new column section must be tried.
Cd) Columns in the Braced Bay
The application of lateral loads causes tension forces
to develop in the braces. In each story the vertical component of
the bracing force introduces an addition~l compressive force to the
leeward column of the braced bay. These forces accumulate from
/
the top story down in the manner shown in Fig. 2"0. The columns
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designed previously, for gravit'y loading' must be' checked fo,I' their
capacities to resist the axial forces and bending moments under
combined gravity and lateral loading.
The cumulative cqmpressive force in the leeward column of
,the i-th story can be computed from the following formula
HBFi = f [hi(Hi + ~~ wI) + h 2 (HI + H2
i 11. i ]
+ ..•+ h. (E H. + h l E w.).
l 1 l ill
(28)
where FBFi = column force at the i-th level due to
lateral load on the bracing
~. = chord rotation of the i-th level (can be
l
assumed equal to 0.004)
w. = the total gravity load acting on the i-level
l
CL.F. = 1.3)
The force FBFi must be added to the force due to gravity load
for the combined load case. The total axial force may exceed the
axial force present in the column when gravity load alone is
applied to the frame. If this occurs, the :column size selected
previously for the case of gravity loading' is no longer satis-
factory, am a larger column must be used. 12
6.4 Design of Columns Unbraced Between Floors
The design procedure for unbraced columns is the same as that
for braced columns except for the problem of lateral-torsional
buckling which limits the maximum moment that can be applied to
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the column. The maximum moment which a column can support for a
(29)
supported by
the column in the absence of moment (computed
about the weak axis)
given axial load can be found from·:
p C M1m 1.0-+ =P
Mo~ + :e]a
where P = the applied axial load
p critical axial load which can be
0
em = equivalent moment coefficient 0.6 - o. 4q ~ 0.4
M1 = maximum moment which the column can support
M = lateral buckling moment in the absence ofa
axial force (can be estimated from Fig. 21)
p
= elastic buckling load in the plane of bendinge
= rr
2EI/L2
The rotation 8LT at M1 must be found from the moment-rotation
curve for each column. The rotation 8LT is compared to the
rotation value 8 corresponding to the maximum moment on the joint
moment-rotation curve obtained by designing the column as if it
were braced between floors. If 8LT ~ 8 the column size chosen
will resist the applied loads. If 8LT < 8 the column size chosen
can resist the moment corresponding to 81T on th~ joint moment-
rotation curve. Reference 11 has a more detailed discussion on
the design of unbraced columns. Sample calculations are shown in
Example 10. This example is similar to Example 9 except that there
is no out-af-plane bracing between floors. The determination of
the maximum moment applied to the joints and of the construction
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of the moment-rotation curve for the restraining girder is the
same. Using Eq. 29 and the moment-rotation curves, the maximum
moments which the column segments can support and the rotations
at these moments are found. The total resisting moment is then
found by the.procedure given in Art. 6.4 and is' compared to the
maximum applied joint moment. .If the applied joint moment is
larger, a new column section must be tried.
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Exa.mple 7
DesIgn Column Seqmen+s C5- C<O and
CG-C 7 for the case of full dead and \\ve
\oad\ng. The two column segments WI\\ be
made from +he 5C\me shape qnd vvd' be
brae ed In theperpend\cu\ar d\rec.-r\on
aqc\ns-t OUt-01- planedefor maTlon. Use A3CD
stee\ .
Leve\ 4
Leve' 5
leve\ G
Le.ve' 7
Leve\ 8
B C -D
I I I
I-------+-----j
t I I Ie'I wT':5.oe~~+ WT t
I ,~'
'\~'
I I I ,~fI I I..~---~----tl~ C~I ~I-t (:4' ..}
I
I
t597 K
I
t \'GCk
tt2.~k
I
I
Lower column contra\s
Fron! \ab\e.s G ~4 E~<lmple I
PCCo-C7 -= 597+\.7(74.0) = 7e3 K
Try \4 V'F 74
A= -e,\. 7Co \n'e r" ~ Co.os \n
hjrx :: c3.8
Fy-orr) Par-r \ - Des\gn ~:lds
OCr -::. 35. 35 k~l
Requ\red A.'1ec.. ,.. 7E3/35.35-::cO.S\n2.
2,O.S\n~<. ~\.IG\na
.~. Tv-\Q.\ Sec.T,on SCl.t\S1a.ctory
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E')(omp\e 8
Des\gn Column Segments 07- D8 C(nd 08-D9
for the checkerbonrd load\nq pattern shown.
Lai-era.' bracing \5 prov',ded to prevent out-of-
plane deformo-t\on. A. single sect\on of "3G>
steel will be used for- both segments. CNote"
The. 0)(\0\ forces q\ven have been adjusted
for the removal of \\\Je load on C'rde.'5
C7-D7 and C9-D9).
C D D
I ~ ILeve\ '(0 ti---------ill2· II
I
IWD"" 3. "'~ l-<!rt I I I
· leve\ 7 1--\ M 07 (,tS53'<
I
lc· I
I
Leve \ 8 MOB (J88K
\c· IIWo
c.jG'¥'Le."e\ M09
I
I It 18'
I II
Level \0 t • ~~ & I Ir-------------I
I t I~ 24' J I
The jo\nt momen-ts MOl )Moe and M 09
c orre s pond\\\g to the gtven dead and \\ve
loads on the g\rder-s are flrsT- computed.
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The end momenT ratio of the two segments
IS estimated to be ICo3/e'5.~ =: O. '157
Try '4\J\F74
h=\44\n rx= ~.051n h/r~ =c3.8
"Member P P P 1\Am
K Y PyKip 'p Klp- ft
07-08 553 783 0.70<0 \33
D8-D~ Cc,41 783 0.8\ B 8~
LMm =, 3 3+ 8'G = C \5 \(ip-ft ~ EI5.4K\P-ft
,0, sa.y ok.
~ This \nc'udes a r-eduet\on due to a small
0)(\0\ force present in Girde, C8-DB.
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Example 9
Column Segments C5-Cc;, and Cro~C(haYe
been des\gned for the case of full )oCld\ng and
the '4 '1'F 74 sect \0 n (~3G> 5 tee \) h Q.S '0 e e Yl
chosen for both co\umn~. Redes\gn these
columns for ,the checkerboard load\ng cond\t\on
shown below. (Note: The Q)(\ul forces gIven
have been adjuste d for the rerno\lul of the '·''ie
\O<l.d on Glrders CS-D5)B.G:>-CG and C7-D7).
Level
4
5
G
7
8
BCD
I . I I
l l I
r---- ---t------- - ~
I I IIWT~ 5~02 \-</ft : Wo= 3.G ~ Kjft I
1\4 \J'F34 I I
·1 !: II~-------r -- --------t
~ ~ ~l
c4'· 24'
Ie'
I
1
I
I
I
I
Mc.s (t57~K
I
I
l04K t) \\I\c,"
I
J
M C'7 (t\04K
1
I
I
I
I
I
1
Mu¥\mum Moment App\ied a.t Jo\nts
M =M -M -\'5M wTLgdc ·cs CCD - c 7 -. P + -.--.---~-~ --
E G
=(\. \S)( \ G, 3) + (5.0 2. ~C2 ·8 ) \~ -= 22.\ k - ft
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Moment-Rotnt\on Cur\fes for Columns
Try \4VV=74
P y = 783 kip r)(-= G.OS In.
Column C5-CCo
..£=57(0=074Py 783 ·
-68
MG,s 1.00
(k-ft) '50
o 0.0\
.SeeD ( Rod \an)
Column C~ -C7
£ = b80::- 087
Py 783 ·
M~7 50
(k-ft)
o 0.0\
e (Rud\Cln'
Moment-Rotatlon C.urve for Gtrder BG,- CG>
M :: wo\!'g WDLq de.
D 1'G + e. G
= (3 .e(~:)("e.8)(E L.~\ -+ (.3. e~)( 2G.8) L
J~ G \'G
~ ) G:,:3 k \P - ft
M T = M p -t Y"DL g deG G
- 1G:> 3 + (3.e~)(c 2. .8) -L
2, \~
- \85 k\p-ft
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The rotut\on at wh\c.h M T \5 rea.ched 1'5 e ph'
e ph' =\. 33 y. \0 -3 ( \ - 4 W D) L 9
3WT d g
-3 '-' '3.2.(0 ~?'B
:= 1.33~\O (\ - 3 5.02 ) 1.\7
-:: O~00339 Rad\<ln
so
o 0.0\
8 cGt ( RQd\on)
The. Tota\ Resis-ting Moment
MJoint
(k-ft)
'300
eso
GOO
, so
100
50
o O~O\
eC<D (Rad\Qn)
3D, '7 G~' ,'. triQ\ section 5atisfnc.tory
SQtis1a.c.Tory est-lmClte s corr e~pond,ng +0
the peClK rotation of the columns can 0\50
be obto.\ned from the jo\nt moment-
rotation curve.
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Example '0
Column Segments C5- CG::, and CG- C7 have
been designed fOr checkerboard \oCld\ng and
the l4W-74 secT\on (A3G stee\) was found to
be sotTsfoctory. C'heck these columns for
checkerboard 'oadi ng assLJm\ng there \s no
o·u t - 0 f - Plane brac \n 9 between f \00 r- s .
Mo)(imum MomenT Applied at Joint'5
Mes =Mc~=Me 7 = G c., k - ft
Moment -R otCltion Curve for G-,rder B~-C~
M o ='"3 k-ft M T -= \85 k-ft
8 ph,=-O.0039 Rad\Gn
eoo
M CB \50
(k-ft) lOa
50
o 0.0\
ecG. (Radian)
Moment- Rotation Curve 5
Try \4W""74
column C5-CCo
column CCo- C 7
for Columns
i =- 0.,4
Y
~y = 0.87
1
--- -)-E
Pe
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For column C5- C~
2. . 2Pe · 11 ~I:= (3.\4) ('(,9000)(7<3(;,.8) = \0990k~ ( \ c)~
Po = A OCr
? 4B ~ h - \44 -- 5 B \
r'j : ~. m. ry - GA8 - ·
Po =- ( ~ , .7<"0)( 3 ~ . \8) -::: 700 k
p _ 57&;
P
e
-'0990 -=- 0.0524
~o= i6~ = 0.823
Mo = )( M P ::::{O.95)( 37Co.8) =358 k-lt
'A \s from Fi 9 ~ C, \
o 82.3 + Ml__ ~ I· 1= \ 0
· 358 L-O.947~'- ·
M,:= CoO.4 k-lt
M<.:,s
(k-ft)
\00
so
o 0.0\
Sec; (Radian)
ror co\umn Cro-"C7
p - C:,80 - 0 0/3Fe - 10990 - · \0
"P ~80 - 0 97
Po -= 700 - ·
O. '37 -+ M, [ \ J -= \ 0
358 O.9~7J ·
M, = lO.OCok-ft
273.55
M,,'1
(k-ft)
so
-72
o 0.0'
ec~ (Radian \
The. Tota\ Resist\ng Moment
GOO
Mjomt 'so
(k-f1) \00
so
O' 0.0\
eC.~ (Rad\on)
, 7 q -< ~ G\
... The trioJ section is not sat'lsfa.ctory. The
columns should have Qu-t-of-p\ane bracing
beiwe·en floors or a. \Q:rger se.ction snou\d
be used.
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7 • DEFLECTION AND DRIFT CHECKS
7.1 Beam Deflections
If beam deflections under working loads are excessive, they
lead to cracking of plaster or to an objectionable appearance.
For these reasons, beam deflections are often checked. It has
been found that when the deflection due to live load is approxi-
mately less than 1/360 of the span, it leads to no undesirable
3
effects except for possible vibrations. This limitation is,
however, a matter of judgement, and the final decision depends on
the engineer or the architect. Assuming that the moments at the
ends of the beams are equal to the moment at mid-span for a
uniformly distributed load, the deflection at working load can be
found by:
8 =
w L 4
w g
192 E1 (30)
where 5 = deflection of the beam at mid-span in inches
w = working live load in kip/ft
w
In many cases it is sufficient to check the depth-to-span
ratio of a g~r~er instead of calculating an approximate deflection.
For a given uniformly distributed live load wL ' the deflection of
a beam is
8 = (31)
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where k1 is a COI1stant incorporating the end restraint. The total
load, including the effect of live load, creates a bending stress
in doubly symmetrical beams of
2
= Mp =k2wTL d
0y z 2f1 (32)
where k2 = a constant incorporating the end restraint
= factored total load
== shape factor
Combining Eqs. 31 and 32 to eliminate I and assuming conservative
values 7 k 1 , k 2 , WL/WT ' E, f, and 6 = 1/360 gives several
solutions for d/L depending on the end conditions used in assuming
k1 and k2 . A reasonable value for floor beams in braced multi-
story frames is the rounded off d/1 ratio for continuous beams.
d
L
cry
= -------1,000,000 (33)
The AISC Specification should be followed for beams subject to
shock or vibration. For flat roofs there is not yet a completely
satisfactory d/L ratio.
7.2 Frame Drift
The frame drift (sway caused by lateral load) at working loads
can also be checked and compared to the amount of drift acceptable
for the given type of frame. Drift at working loads can be calcu-
lated by considering the following effects:
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(1) brace elongatiori
(2) beam shortening
(3) column elongation and shortening
In considering these effects, it ,is assumed that only hori-
zontal forces cause deflections (P-6 effect is neglected) and that
only the braced bay contributes to the resistance to the horizontal
f~rces by acting as a pin-jointed truss. Although, the effects
causing frame drift act'simultaneously, they may be considered
separately for ease of derivation and computation with the final
answer being the sum of the separate effects.
The drift component calculate~ from brace elongation is equal
to the sway of a rigid pi~-connected rectangle (Fig. 22) caused by
the horizontal component of the force on the diagonal brace which
is equal to the horizontal story shear~ In terms of the chord
rotation R ( =il/h) of the i-th story, the drift due to brace
elongation is :
2 i H.
Rbi
L bi
I: 1= 1.302Ab·Eh.L 1].. 1
(34 )
where H. is the ultimate horizontal shear.
1
The drift of ~ pin-jointed rectangle caused by beam shortening
due to the horizontal shear force (Fig. 23) can be found in terms
of the chord rotation by:
L i H.
RBi = ~
1 (35)Ab·Eh. 1.301 1 1
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It is assumed that the whole overturning moment due to the
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horizontal forces is resisted by the columns of the braced bay.
Then the column force is equal to:
Fci =t [h1H1 + h2 (HI + H2 ) +.••• + hi ~ Hi] (36)
This force will be compressive in the leeward column and
tensile in the windward column. The sway of a pin-connected
rectangle, with two vertical members shortening and elongating
by amounts consistent with the cumulative couple from all story
shears (F .), in terms of the column chord rotation in the i-th
Cl
story is equal to:
R . =Cl
2F .h.
Cl 1
A .ELCl
(37)
The lowest story will have no rotation (Fig. 24), and the
rotation of the higher stories will consist of the sum of the
rotations in the stories below. The areas (Ab -, ABe, A -) used1 1 Cl
in the above equations should be the actual areas' of the members
selected. The sum of the horizontal forc~s ~ H. was found
1
previously in Chapter 2. The relative rotation at any floor is
simply the sum of the contributions due to the three causes. The
rotation of any floor is the sum of the relative rotations starting
at the bottom
where
R. = Rb · + RB. + R ·1 1 1 Cl
R. is the chord rotation of the i-th floor.
1
(38)
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To satisfy the assumption of Chapter 4, the total rotation
at ultimate load must be less than or equal to O.004h. Other
limitations might place more severe restrictions on the total
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rotation. A frequently used drift index is ~ = O.002h. 25
w
Based on the initial drift check, the member sizes can be revised
to provide appropriate frame stiffness as deemed necessary by the
engineer. Since brace elongation usually causes the largest
component of drift, bracing members might be the first ones to
revise. A drift check for the frame used in the examples of this
report is shown in Example 11. The drift due to brace elongation
is found using the loads from Table 6 and Eq. 34. Equation 35 is
used to find the drift due to beam shortening. The relative
effect of column elongation and shortening at each level is found
by Eq. 37. The actual effect of changes in column length is found
by adding the relative effect at each level starting at the bottom
with zero. The drift per level is found by adding the contributions
due to the three causes CEq. 38).
273.55
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Example 11
De+ermine the story deflection Index R=~/h
-ror the frame used. \n previous exa.mple problems.
Bra..ce E\ongation
gLb , nR - \ L\--\
b \ - ~ b' E LGh., i\ ,
_ ( \ C. l?, + G4 G ) 3/e 9
(3.<65)( 'G 9xI03)(~4)~( \G} ~ Hi
== 2:.~ 2 x10 -5 t. H i
\
_ (15 2. +C4 2 ) 3/2 10
- (3.<O5)l2 9 K \0 3)( 2.<J)2() 5) L Hi
:.- G.48)( \0-5 f Hi
n LH\ Rbi x 10-5
\ 2.88 7.55
2 8.(,4 2e.b
3 )4.40 37.8
4 20. \t; 52.8
5 25.92 (,8.0
b 31.GB 83. \
7 37.44 98.3
8 43.cO ,\ 3. \
9 48.9b l 'G8.Z
\0 55.29 137.0
Bea..m Shortening
RB,= A,LE-h' ~Hi, Bi I I
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n ABi L H\ RBi x 10-
5
\ 7.G5 G.8B 2.CoO
2 ,o.59 8.(04 5.G>e
3 \ 4~40 9.37
4 2 O. \ G, 13. \ £
5 .25.ge \~.9O
b 3 1.<08 20.(;5
7 37.44 24.35
8 43.20 28. \5
'3 48.9~ 31.,85
10 55.89 ~8.80
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n LLH·, Act Rei x 10-5 I:Rd X10-5
\ G.88 ".7'7 O.42Z 82.~(o
2 \ \.52 (1.77 , ,~9 80.77
3 25. S>2 18.Gb 3.53 77.24
4 4".08 \2.~5 ~.88 70.9fCJ
5 72.00 \7.94 CO.91 lO4.05
b lO3.G8 17.94 9.94 54.11
7 )4 \.' 2 24.7\ 9.8S ~4 .~"
8 184.32 24.7\ \e.88 31.38
'3 233.28 32.G5 \2.30 (9.08
\0 cS8.57 32.~5 \9.08 0.0
n Rbx )(55 RS x1O-
5 IRc xIO-
5 R-xI0 5 L Rx\05
1 7.55 2. (;,0 8 ~.-4 Co ge.G \ )454.\7
2 G2.G:, 5.C,2 80.77 108.89 '3Co' .s~
3 37.8 ~.37 77.24 124.3 , \G52.~7
4 52.8 13.)2 70.9G \3G>.78 \ \ G8.\~
5 ~8.0 \ G:>. 90 <04 ~ 05 1-48.85 99\.28
to 83.' 20.G5 5~. \ \ ) Q 7. 7Co 842.33
7 98.3 2~.35 ~4.8~. \ CoCo.6\ Co84.17
8 \13.1 28. \5 3 \ .32> 172.Co3 5\1 .5(,
9 \28.2 3'.85 \ c:> .08 179.\3 344 .93
(0 137.0 G8.80 0.0 14 5. cO ) C:.S.8
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8. DESIGN OF CONNECTIONS
The principal requirements for connections are sufficient
strength, adequate rotation capacity, over-all stiffness for main-
taining the location of all structural units relative to each
other, and economy of fabrication. The principles of design of
welded rigid connections for plastically designed structures were
well-established with the introduction of plastic design for single
1 5 6 18 19 20 21 .
story frames. ' " , " Relatlvely few new developments
have been introduced in the intervening years. Therefore, work on
connections for multi-story frames has consisted of 'simply identi-
fying the applicable solutions from previous work and making an
organized presentation of the necessary facts. The design equations
and diagrams for various types of welded connections common to multi-
story frames are shown in Table A. Sample design calculations are
shown in Example 12. Using the equations given in Table A, three
types of welded connections are designed. Part (a) is the design
of a straight corner connection at the roof level. Part (b) is the
design of an exterior beam-to-column connection and Part (c) is the
design of an interior beam-to-column connection.
While all recommendations for the design of welded connections
are expected to be amply conservative, current research may lead to
further information on connections with conditions peculiar to
mUlti-story frames such as very high column loads.
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The use of bolts for all connections in a plastically
designed mUlti-story frame is presently limited because of
inadequate knowledge on the behavior of some of the connections.
Information on the design of some types of moment resisting
joints and splices is available in Refs. 1, 22, 23, 24, and 25.
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E.xam ple '2
A. Des\qn of d Corne, Connect\on
09.1 kip-ft.
B.\ kip-fi.
7
,r;W40//~ d:= )~,Oin. M p=21/e
14W43
d =) 3. Co8 M p=2
e = tno-' I C:> == tnn=-l \ ~ \ Co 9\:3,68 .
8= 4~#-4S 0
Required Web Th\CKneSS For Shea,
W ;; J3 Mp · _ J3 ( G09.\~ lZ) 0 t::t:::'\.(3(;)(1")(\3.~8) =- .·..r..) In.
o-y db-de
W furn = 0.308\n. < O.55\hl.
.~. Dia.gonal St\ Jfener Requ'red
, [Mp Wd]A s = cese . - ~c
. o-y db 13
, ·[(209.\)(\2) _ (O.3081\3.Cc8)]
o.CoS (3~ )( \~I J 3
- O,~5 (4. 3G:. - e.4lt) = 2. .9" \n,~
,'. Use 3+ ·In. x \r \n. P\utes E. o.c.'n Side
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B. Design An Exterior Bearn-to- Column
Connection
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---- =====================
IIII
II
/Ie
18W~S
d=\7.8"in, Mp= Z~8.8 Kip-n =M 3
\4 V\FJ\ 3
d = '3. G:, 8 '1 n.
Web T'rftckneS5 to Prevent Web Crippling
W= A bf - ( 7.477)(O,4~9)t
b
+5k
c
- O.499+S(L\25) :::O.~09in.
Wfurn =O. 308\n < O.Co09 in,
... Stiffener Req.uired
Ast::: A. bf -We ( t b +5 k c)
~ 3. 7 3 - o. 308(~ , \ G4) = \. 8 Co \n,e
b - 8 5 t - b - 3.5T - · m\n- 8.5 - 8,5
=0.4\ \n.
,', U5e \~ in. x 3t in, Stiffeners
A'5t= 3,OlOin2. > 1.8c:'\n~ ,", OK
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Check Tension Dlstort\on
tc~ O.4JA bf = O.4J3.73 =O.77in.
t Cf :::: O. 5 ~8 in. <:. O. 77\n.urn
... Stiffener Required
UtOe Same Size Used for Compression
Req.uired Web Thickneco'S for Shear
_ .J3M3 _ J3(e~8.8)(\e)
W reg, - Cly dbdc - (3~)()3.Co8X\7.8~)
=O.~35\n.
Wfurn=O.308in -<. O.~35)n .
.-. Diaqonal 5t\'ffener Required
A - I [(eG8.8'Xlc) _ O~308l\3.c:'8)]
s - cos e (3Co)()7,8~) J'5
= 4.25 \n.2.
Use ~ in. )(. 3 ~ in. St'd'fene,s E.o.c.h Side
of Web
C. Design A.n \nte,~\or Bea.m -to- Co\umn
Connec.ti-on
\8W45
Mp =2~B.8klp-f1 d=\7.Bbln
======================~--
'4W-34
d:::- 14.0 in, Mp=\t;;, 3.\3 klp-~t
\ 2, V\F40
d =\l. 9.+ in.
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Th\ckness to Preyent Web Cr\ppting
W= A bf ·
t b +5kc
W - ( 7.477)( O.49C3)~O·r.\· '> 0 -::>94'L - 0.499 +5{ l.l es) - · \0 \\1. · '-' In.
W _(~.(S)(O.453) -oc::gr- 0':>94-R- 0.453+5(0.9375)- .~ IOln> .e;.., In.
.'. Stl11eners Requ\red
Ast,=A.bf -WC(tb -Skc )
= 3.74 -0. 29-4(t5.Go2,5) =- 2.09\n~
Ast'2.= 3. oeo - 0.2 94( 5. '41):: l.S5 in~
:. Use two stilfenei5 I~ in. )( 3i-in.. on ea.c.h
side of the column
Check. Tension blstortion
tc;i;t 0.4 J A bf
tel =OAJ 3.74:= 0.775 If\ :> O.5\Ca\n,
t c =0.-4 J3.058=0. 701 In. ~O.5\C:>~\n.2 .
... St\ffener ReqUired
L)se Same Size Used for Compress\on
Chec k Web Thic.kness for Buck)\ng
W ~ de == \ \. 94 =.0 3 9 8 '\ n > 0 2 9430 30 - ..
:. Sti ffene.v- R e.q.u\recl
ChecK Web Th\cKness fo, Shea,
w- 13 AM - J3 (\OS.3)U'G)
- (J'y db d c - (3 Co)( 1\. '34)( 14 .0)
=0.2> &>-4 ·,n.:;;-':' O. 294",n.
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... Sti ffene rs Req.uired.
O.398\n,·~O.3~4\n.
··~Web Buck\ing Tnlckness Contro's
Add -t·,o. Doub\er Plate to Column Web
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9. SUMMARY
Adequate braced multi-story fram~s can be designed in carbon
and high strength steels using the procedure presented in this
report. The plastic method gives -the engineer a more rational
design procedure than the current allowable-stress method. The
procedure consists of: preparation of design qata, preliminary
design of members, final design of members, deflection and drift
checks, and connection design. This procedure enables the
'designer to proportion a braced multi-story frame which can
resist systems of factored loads of a certain magnitude greater
than the working loads. The design is based on an equilibrium
solution of the structure in which the plastic strength of the
members is not exceeded. Special attention is given to means for
assuring the stability of members and of the complete structure.
A final design of the ten-story frame that has been used for
the example problems was made using both the allowable-stress
method and the plastic method. The results of these designs are
shown in Fig. 25 and a weight comparison is shown in Fig. 26. A
total material savings of 8%, mainly in the girders, was obtained
by the plastic method.
The authors recommend that changes be made in structural steel
building design specifications and in building codes to permit
application of this method in the design of multi-story buildings.
The experimental evidence generated during the preparation of this
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method assures that the use of this method is feasible without
reducing safety standards below those acceptable in parts of
presentand.past typical construction. It has been revealed that
the American Institute of Steel Construction is studying changes
to its Specification based on the research cited. Already several
buildings are being designed and built under authorized building
code variances.
A future paper will present a similar condensed report on the
plastic design of unbraced multi-story frames.
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NOMENCLATURE
= Area--subscripts c and s denote concrete and steel
areas, respectively
ABi = Area of beam in the i-th level
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b
E
Abi = Area of bracing member in the i-th story
Abr = Required area of bracing member
A
sr
= Area of reinforcing steel in negative moment region
A
w
= Area of the web
a = Distance from neutral axis to top concrete fiber in
composite member design
= Width of flange
= Effective width of concrete
C = Total compressive force on the concrete
c T = Compressive force on the steel
C1 = Compressive force to be resisted by studs in the
negative moment region
em = Equivalent moment coefficient (see Eq. 28)
d = Depth of section--subscripts c and g denote column
and girder depths, respectively
= Modulus of elasticity--subscripts c and s refer to
concrete and steel moduli, respectively
Est = Strain-hardening modulus
e = Moment arm in composite design
FBF = Force in column which equals vertical component of
the bracing force
273.55
F = Force in a column
c
f = Shape factor
ft = Compressive strength of 60ncrete 'at 28 days
c
G = Modulus of elasticity in shear
H. = Borizontal load at the i-th level
1
Bpi = Horizontal shear resistance of a frame at the i-th
level
h = Story height
I = Moment of inertia--subscript s refers to steel
I tr = Transformed moment of inertia of composite section
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k = . Eff~ctive length factor (see Eq. 7)--subscripts
cj and Bj refer to columns and beam in the i-th story
and level, respectively
kMp = Column plastic moment (see Fig. 2)
L = Span length from centerline of column to centerline
of column
LL = Distance left from bracing member in question to next
bracing member
LR = Distance right from bracing member in question to
next braciDg member
L
a =
=
=
=
=
The larger of LL and LR
Length. of bracing member
Critical length between bracing
Clear span length of a girder
Length of the positive moment region
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M = Bending moment--subscripts I and 2 refer to column end
moments where M1 is the larger in absolute value
M = Maximum column end moments at a joint--subscripts a
m
and b denote moment from the column above and the
column below, respectively
MD = Girder moment at centerline of co'lumn due to factored
dead load only
MF = Girder moment at the centerline of column due to
factored full load
MM = Maximum girder moment' including strain hardening at
the centerline of column
M = Lateral buckling moment
o
M = Plastic bending momentp
M = Plastic column moment--reduced for axial loadpc
MT = Maximum resisting moment provided by the restraining
girder
,n
P
p
cr
p
g
P
o
p
y
= Ultimate moment
= Number of shear connectors
= Modular ratio (E IE )
s c
= Axial load
= Critical axial load
= Elastic buckling load
= Axial force in girder
= Maximum axial load when no moment is present
= Axial yield force
r273.55
q = Column end moment ratio
qu = Ultimate load per shear connector
R = Chord rotation = 6/h--subscripts b-, B, and c refer
to the chord rotation due to brace elongation, beam
shortening, and column elongation and shortening,
respectively
= Radius of gyration--subscript b denotes ~ bracing
member
-93
T
t
V
'WW
z
y
6
~
= Total tensile force on rolled steel member
= Flange thickness
= Shear force--subscripts t and r denote shear forces
to the left and right of a joint, respectively
= Maximum shear force
= Uniformly distributed load
= Web thickness
= Uniformly distributed factored dead load
= Full factored load
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8ph2 = Rotation of the windward end of a girder at which a
plastic hinge forms at leeward end of the girder in
a frame of three or more bays
tTy = Yield stress in shear
\) = Poisson's ratio
CJcr = Critical stress
cry = Yield point stress
-94
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Appendix 1
Design of Composite Beams
Composite construction can be used to advantage in multi-
story frame design where savings can be obtained in the weight
of steel and in construction depth. The stiffness bf the floor
system is also increased. The ultimate capacity of a composite
beam is reached when full plastification of the cross section
occurs. Full plastification is possible only if the shear
connectors between the slab and the steel beam are sufficiently
strong. Stud connectors will be considered here since they are
most commonly used. The effective width to be used in the
plastic design of composite sections is the approximation
recommended by AISC Specification 1.11.1.
Moment Capacity
Full plastification of the composite section can occur in
two possible modes: with the neutral axis in or with the neutral
axis below the concrete slab. The location of the neutral axis
(Fig. 27) must be known in order to determine which mode of
plastification is present.
The' ne'utral axis is located by the following equation derived
from equilibrium between the maximum possible tensile force in
the steel and a compressive force in the concrete slab.
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where a = distance of the neutral axis from t'he top
surface of the concrete slab
As = area of steel beam
b = effective width of concrete slab
ft = compressive strength of concrete at 28 daysc
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(Al)
If "au is equal to or less than the slab thickness, it gives the
correct location of the neutral axis and all quantities are
calculated according to Model 1 b~low. If Han is greater than
the slab thickness, the ·neutral axis falls within the steel beam
and all quantities·are calculated according to Mode 2 below.
Mode 1 - neutral axis in concrete'slab
c = 0.85 f' bac
~ = As cry
C = T
M = Te = T[d;a + t]u
(A2)
(A3)
Mode 2 - neutral axis below co~crete: slab
The neutral axis lies at the bottom edge of the steel area
in compression. The areas in tension and compression can be,
determined from the fact that the tension force must be half the
combined capacity for tension and compression of the system.
273.55
C = 0.85 fT btc
T 1 (0.85 f T bt + AScry )= "2 C
CT 1 - 0.85 fT bt)== T C == "2 CAscry c
M = Ce T + Cte tT (See Fig. 27)u
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(A4)
(AS)
Values of e t and en depend on the shape of the steel section
and must be determined by considering the properties of the
particular composite beam. Fortunately, the neutral axis falls
in the slab most of the time and the more complex calculations
of Mode 2 are unnecessary_
Terms used in the equations above are defined as follows:
C = compressive force in concrete slab
C t = compressive force in steel beam
d = depth of symmetrical steel section
e = moment arm between centroid of steel area in tension
and centroid of concrete area in compression
e T = moment arm between centroid of concrete slab and
centroid of steel area in tension
en = moment arm between centroids of steel areas in tension
and compression
t = concrete slab thickness
cry = yield point stress of the steel beam
M = ultimate moment
u
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Shear Connectors
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The shear connectors act over the full length of the beam.
In regions of positive moment, the force on the connectors is
the compressive force C on the concrete as found in Eq. A2 or AS.
The horizontal shear force in the ne,gative "moment region which
must be resisted by the studs is equal to the yield strength of
the longitudinal reinforcement of the slab. This force can be
found by:
where Cl = compressive force to be resisted by studs
in the negative moment region
A
sr
= area of reinforcing "steel in negative
moment region
(A6)
cr
sr
"= minimum yield point of the reinforcing steel
The length of the positive moment region can be found by:
where
M
u
~I = length of the positive moment region
L = clear span length of the girderg
~p = plastic moment of the steel member
(A7)
The number of studs required is given by:
N = (AB)
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where qu is the ultimate capacity of a s~pgle connector in pounds.
For d~sign purposes the ultimate moment capacity of a stud
connector can be found by:
where d = diameter of stud in inches
s
ft = compressive'strength of concrete in psi
c
(A9)
If longitudinal reinforcing steel is placed in the slab to help
resist, negative' moments and the force in the reinforcing steel is
small, then stud connectors should be placed in the negative moment
region at approximately the same spacing as was used in the
positive moment region. The use of the above equations is
illustrated in Example Al which is the design of girders on the
second level of a frame as composite beams. The mode of plastifi-
cation with the neutral axis in the concrete (Mode 1) is selected
as the condition for design. Using Eq. A3 the ultimate moment is
determined. The shear connectors are then designed using Eqs.
A7, A8, and A9.
Deflection of Composite Beams
Deflection can be checked in composite beams to see that
practical and ae~thetic considerations are not exceeded. It has
been found that when deflection due to live load is approximately
less than 1/360 of the span, it leads to no undesirable effects
except for possible vibration. What constitutes excessive
deflection though is up to the judgement of the engineer.
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When checking the deflection of composite beams, deflection
due to the following causes should be considered. Permanent
deflection or creep will be caused by dead load plus any part of
the live load which will remain on the structure most of the time.
Shrinkage of the concrete will also cause permanent deflections in
most beams. Short term deflection is caused by the remaining live
load, the load which goes on and off the structure frequently.
Shrinkage and creep deflection can be calculated by the simple
procedures given in References 13 and 28. Composite beams with
th-eir preponderence of flange and relatively small web may exhibit
considerable shear deflection due to loads and shear deflection
should therefore be considered.
To calculate these deflections .for composite beams, the first
essential is to obtain a transformed moment of inertia in terms of
one of the materials, in this .report, steel. Two values of the
transformed moment of inertia are generally determined. One is
based on 'a modular ratio n of the steel-to-concrete for use in short
term live load deflection calculations. The second uses a modular
ratio with three times n replacing n to give a smaller value of
.Itr for calculating the more severe deflection resulting from creep
under long term loading. The transformed moment of inertia can be
found by:
(AlO)
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where I tr = transformed moment of inertia of:the
composite section
n = modulus of elasticity ratio = E IE
_ s c
Is = moment of inertia of the steel beam
In:s [n:s 2t J nA+ d + s (All)a = - 1)
Es = modulus of elasticity of steel
E = modulus of elasticity of concretec
The second essential is to consider the appropriate boundary
conditions and to use the transformed moment of inertia to obtain
formulas for the bending deflection due to each cause. The follow-
ing deflection equation assumes that the moments at the beam ends
8 =
are equal to the moment at midspan.
w L4
w g
192Eltr
(A12)
where 5 = deflection
w = factored working load
w
When this equation is used with the proper values of Ww and I tr ,
it can give good approximate values 'for short term live load
deflection 6
st ' total live load deflection 8L, a~d long term or
creep deflection 8LT .
In the calculation of shear deflection, the shear may be
assumed to be fully carried by the web of the steel section and
uniformly distributed across the depth. For uniformly distributed
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loading on beams with moment diagrams symmetrical about the beam
centerline, the following equation for shear deflection Os is
applicable:
6
s =
(A13)
where G = shear modulus of steel = E/2(1+v)
A
w
= area of the web of the steel beam
Shrinkage of concrete which is restrained by the connectors
and the steel beam sets up a force in the concrete which is
eccentric to the neutral axis of the combined section. This
eccentric force causes a bending moment and curvature in the beam
which results in a deflection. The expression for the centerline
deflection of the composite beam for a constant shrinkage moment
throughout its length is given by:
ML 2
6
sh = g8E
s
l tr
where 6
sh = deflection due to shrinkage of concrete
M = P . e
e = a - t/2
p = bt eshEc
(A14)
Deflection calculations for composite beams are illustrated
in Example A2 at the end of this Appendix. Deflections are
computed for the composite girders designed in Example AI.
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As a special case in Example A2, half of the live load is
assumed to remain on the structure long enough to be considered
in the calculation of long term deflection or creep. The remain-
ing half of the live load is assumed to be transient and cause
the typical short term deflection.
In the example the section properties for short term deflection
are calculated using Eqs .. AIO and All. The short term deflection
caused by one half the live load is then calculated using Eq. A12.
For comparison with th~ live load deflection limits, the deflection
,for full live load is calculated using the same properties and
equation. In this case it equals twice the short term deflection.
The second stage of Example A2 includes the calculation of the
long' term deflection properties by Eqs. AIO and, All plus the
, deflection by Eq. Al2. Deflection due to shear is calculated for
the total load using Eq. A13, and deflection due to an assumed
shrinkage strain is calculated using Eq. A14~
The total deflection is the sum of the short term and the
long term bending deflections due to dead and live load plus the
deflections due to shear and shrinkage. It is showns that the
deflection due to shear is 19 percent of the total indicating
that shear deflection rates consideration in composite beams of
these proportions.
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Example Al
D.es\gn girders as compos\te . beams (L.F.= }.7)
-far' level shown. Use o--y=3" ks\) s\ctb
th \ckness t::; 5 in.) f~ = 3 k'3i .
Effective Width b= L g /4 or b=(2X8)t
wL~
Req.u\red (Mp + M u ) = 8
A"
Lg,
B c D
The tabulation" below is se't up 10r Mode I
(ECl. A3) that is ) a<t. If a>t) use Eq..1\5.
Design o~ Compos ·,te Beams
Lg w b Mu+Mp Section
CD
Un'lts feet k\p/fi In kip-ln.
A-B \8.8~ 7.4\ 5G,.G 39G:>O \4 B2(Q
B-C \O~85 8.04 3c.5 "\ 785 \2Jr\\.8
C-D 2~.84 Co.9 80.0 7470 1<0 'tF3fQ
\COW40
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Z AS d T a
® @ 8) ® ®
Units \n.3 ·'n.2 \n. kip \n
A-,B 39.9 1.05 \3.89 275 t. 9 t
8-C )4.3 . 3.45 \ 2.00 '.24 , .130
C-D G3.9 10.59 \ ~.86 38' '~87
72.7 1\ .77 \eo.O 4~4 2.08
-
d-a e=0+ t M u M p Mu+MpG
(J) @ ®=®~ © ®
Units in. \n. kip-ln. kip-in, kip-tn.
A-B 5.99 '0.99 3025 \43~. 44(0'
B-C 5.2S \0.25 \2,70 :515 \785
C-D G.99 \ \ ,99 4570 23,00 <0870
Co.90 ) l .9b 5070 2G20 7~90
Design. connectors for Girqer A-B
Dlsta.nce between \nflect\on points (\enqth
01 posit\ve. moment diagram):
~ = Lj M uMu-+Mp
= )5.52 ft.
- \8 8~ j 3025
-. ~4Co\
Number 01 StUd5 )or half A
Use ~ In. c\> stude;; q. u = 29.-4 (o.r; 25)2.J3 =- 2 0 K\p
N == ~u = 2e15 ==- \ 3,5 use 14
Spacing of studs = *[i }= (7. ~'iX)2) =C:>. Co5'\n.
273.55
Nega.tive Momen-t Region
. i~ longitudinal reinforcing used
N = 19.43 -7 7~)( \ 2) ~ 3 studs
~.Co5
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3 at 7in:+ 15o..tCD\n.
~-----'-------.l~-----------------.....c
or 7 pClirs a.t 12 "n
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IEXPMPLE {:J,21
Compute fhefofC11 wor~/ng/oadcleflecf/on f'or (jirder
112- t!J2 de~/9ned 05' a compo5/re beam (shored .
consfr/'/cflon), .
-107
Ocfa J Lg =./8,8tPftr b= 5@'(P in"~ t· 5 in,
fe' ::8~51 Shorf ferm lood/ng, Ec: SZOO"5~ nil ~
Lonr; term /oodin9 (creep) n' S 5n ~ 27
5hrll?"otje sfro/n c5h =aOOOIe,
Wor/(,ing /oacls oead WD = 2,88 "Iff,
LIve W, = /, 48' "Iff.
Tofo/ W s 4,5(;k/ff,
Sleel secficn : /48201 (lis =7,OJ5;n,~ 15 =e4'ZtiJin,1 cI~ /8,89 in,)
In def/ecfion compufaf/on ossume consfonf
composite cross seer/on over fhe ruff /enqfh
ofg/rder;
Sharf ferm def/ecf/on
Laocl/ng J 'tV· 'iNt.' s<Q 74*f
5ecfion properf/eg
a "j"--f's-(~-·.~--5--")~~95-(~-:~-5-)+-15,-,8-~-+.-2(-5-)) • ~~~5)=4.,in. /.5 in.
.. 3 'Z
Itr::242.lP+ 5~a~~i3) +7.CP5 f8;J9+s -4.,)=e9tiJOin.4
Deflection '.''.''''.> '."< '",'-,~ I 0,74/s'8tPK/2)4. ',t:)s,r'~/92' 29(10)1(29(;0 /2 - 0,0/25 In,
Live /oad,clefiection :dl. =~d$t." 2(0.148):: a024fPin. 4: /~~~-/2=O'~1~
Lon,? term deflection (creep) "I
Load/nG': f.V= WD +~ WL ': 2,88+ l (/,48) =atiJ217,f,
5ecf/ol1properf/es-
a =j2r--l---b.-~g-5-)~(?-~-f1-g-5-).f-I-~8-s-+-e-(5-lj· ?;gg5)"fP.58in.7 51.
,., Nel.lfra/ axis /s in fhesfee/ beam anet
fhe ro//owing equaflon' /5 derived rQr Ifr
Itr·:: I" + ;f [/~ ~ (d;t )21+~7ft's]
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5{5G.w} r52 /l5,89+5)ZI .].: · 4
lfr =Z4?'$f 2Tve f ~- 2 . 1+ 5l5f:,(Jjlf7.G5 G57.rnn
Oeflect-ion :
.. L . 5. G2(18.8G JtI2)4 _. .dtt. - Ise 29(10)'{G5ZG)12 - Q2/7m.
Shrinkoge ctef/ecf/on
,U~e: n= 9
ep-I·· ·· ·•· ··e : p. ··rfP'bUShEc
e +--t:::~-=-':"::;r:zrzI;:..:...====t-NP,
Lg
,(t) IM·P·e
M-d/ogram e' a -t II 4.5- i II 1.8 in.
M=5r;,G(5)(aOOO/~)(9200)(t8) =2(;/ ~·in,
For fhe givenM~diogr(Jm,
_ MLfJ' eGI(/8.8(JJt/~)t ,I'h,- aE$Ifr II 8(2/J)(IO)'(25GO) : a0244 m.
Oef/ecf/on title fa shear
Lotld/"~ :t.V.WD+;:/tl => 4 901 o/f~
C '> e ..·. E
(j. 2(I+Y) :I 2(1 10 0.5) =za, 1 We170rea IlIi1 =15.89(o.f54)
Oef/ecfion······:
_4.5e(/8.8~1I/2)t(2.~) • .
d$ -8 rt'/J)(IO)'{15.89) (Q255){/2) O.059m.
Maximum foraf def/ecf;'ol?
dr"fD/ =J$,t. "" Ji,t. "Jih -ids ·ao/e8"a217~O,02"4 "a 059 =as/a /",
shear tieflecfion confribufes (o.05%.6Ia) 100 II IgZ
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Table A
Formulas and Explanatory Notes Detai/sofConnections
Corner Connections
Required Web Thickness
for Shear
1{:j Mp
W = (J"'y dbdc
O/oqona/ Web 5tiffener
I [Mp WdcJ
As =Cos B Lo-'ydb- wJ
Alternatively use Web Doubler
Plates to ProvIde the Required
Web Thick.ness
Ex erior Oearn-to- Co/um
Connections
Required Web Thickness of
Column to Prevent Web
crippling . [Abf l o-yb
. W= fh+5~cTyc
Flange 5tirrener Thickness
When Required ror Web
Crippling
Asf = [AbFWC(fb+5kcJ]
Required column Flange
Thickness(Tension Distortion)
f
c
:> 0.44 Cfyb
Cfyc
273.55
Formulas and Explanatory Notes Oetailso(ConntXfions
Exterior Oeam -to- Column
Connections . (Cont. ) .
•
Inferior Beam-fo-Column
Connections
~lll
Required Web Thickness.
of Column to Prevent
Web C~ripp ling:
W fAbf Jayb
=' ltb +5kc cr.JC
Required Web Thickne55
to Prevent Column
Web E>uck/ing:
W > de /:30
Flange Stiffener Thickne55
When Required (or Web
Crippling:
A.sf:: ~bf-~ (fb +5kc )]
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Formulas and Explanatory Notes OetatlsofConnections
Interior Beaf11- to -Column
Connections (Cant)
Requir~d Column Flange'
Thickness (Tension Distortion)
Welds (Maximum Load)
Require,d Web Thickness
For Shear
v'3 b.M
W= 0YdbOb
/J, M=M, +M2 (+ Clockwise)
Diagonal Web stirrent3r
for 5hear .
I rAM -wciOl
As = cos e~ydb v:J J
Filief Welds (Token at Throaf)
7: max = 24. 4 ksi E60 EIeJ:,trodes
or 5 == 1000 Lb/ln. //Gth .- ~
rmax = 26,9ksi E70Elecfrodes ~:::::::-==:.- ~/~-:::::~/
or 5 = 1200 Lb/m./N;th . Web
. ~~
TensIon on buff We/d5==dy~f!;aSe)a
. .Metal -4-c:::=::t::=:J ---.
··L/3utt Weld
273.55
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Sh~ar· (Friction· Type)
cr Max :s 20 ksi
5hear (fje,orlng- Type)
c-r- Max =5l ksi
Formulas and Explanafory Noles Details ofConnections
Oolf6 CMaximum LoadJ
A .325 Oolts .
8~aring ~ .. Tt:Jnsi/e Strength
Tonsion = bolf Proof'Load )( 1.15 p ~B====flmD--P
Combined T~ns/onand Shear
l8earlngJ .
(5hear)2+ 0(2 (rensionl=o<2{/'1 Pll
0( = 0.8 :Shear Plane Through
Shonk
~ =0.65 5he,or Plane Through
the Threads
A 490 80lt5
Shear (Friction - Type)
erMax ~..30 ksi
5heor (8ea.ring-Type)
7: Max ~ 68 ksi 1---: !
Bearing ~ T~n5i/~ 5fr~ngfh
273.55
Forrnu/osondEx /anofory Notes De,foi/sofConnections·
Bo/f.s(Confinued)
Tension ::: Bolt Proof Load
-114
Combine Tension and Shear
(Shear)2+~2(Tension)~o(2(pLJ2
0< =t 0. 75 phearP/one Through
Shonk
0( == o. 55 Shear P/an~ThroU91
Threads
p
/
~~.-gm
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w
Lg ~~r~----L---------""II lid
!l II C~-------------------Iv""" II
CENTER- TO-CENTER SPAN III Ii
I II
CLEAR SPAN II II
I II
II II
II II
Fig. 1 Moment Diagram for Mechanism Forming in Clear
Span of Girder
kMp
IIWeak" Column
~'rJ1~
de L
L
Fig. 2 Roof Girder Framing Into Weak Column
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H2 -----
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Lbi
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hi+1
Fig. 3 A Three-Bay, n-story Braced Frame
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Fig. 4 Axial Forces in a Brace
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Fig. 5 Assumed Forces on Girder in Braced Bay
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Fig. 6 Interaction Curve for Fixed-End Beam-Columns
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Lcr Lcr Brace
Location
y =End-Moment Ratio
Fig. 7 Definition of End-Moment Ratio
er
~
/Sfiffen
flangeression
\ '?,
\ Comp
(a) (b)
Tension flange
'"Bracing rod
(c)
Fig. 8 Bracing Details
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tp
Fig. 9a. Strong Axis Buckling of a Column
I
tp
b. Weak Axis Buckling of a Column
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Fig. 10 In-Plane Bending of a Column
Fig. 11 Lateral-Torsional Buckling of a Column
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In - plane Bending
-[A~~er Lateral - Torsional
Buckling
Initial ~M
Yield ing e
~M
------p-------
e
Fig. 12 Effect of Lateral-Torsional Buckling
p
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Fig. 13 Beam-Column Bent in Double Curvature
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Fig. 14 Forces Acting on a Beam-to-Column Connection
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Fig. 15 Influence of Axial Force, Slenderness Ratio and
End Moment Ratio on the Strength of Beam-Columns
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(a)
(d) Deformed
canf iguration
assumed in
developing moment-
rotation relationsh ip
:c~ ·1:; I ; 111111t~1111111111 ~ I· ~;c
i. ~ ~I
I SA 86=0 rrigid element(b) Dead load on I~ -- -- - ------ :J I
all girders MAB
1
I MBA
8A ale r plastic hinge
(C)Afterapplication '-.;---------- -" -~ "II ~e' ell Mof checkerboard AB A- A . BA
load _ I _ I
8A=- 2 8s .6M =MI~A - M'SA
- - - - - - - '- - --=- - - - -, ')
Pinned 9s M .../
oment =Mp
Fig. 16 Deformed Configuration of Girders
83 _
Fig. 17 Subassemb1age for Use in Designing Interior
Columns Under Checkerboard Loading
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M
Fig. 18 Determination of Maximum Resisting Moment of a Joint
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Fig. 19 Selection of q values in design of Columns
With Unequal Adjacent Bays
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Fig. 21 Lateral Buckling Moment for Uniform Bending
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Fig. 23 Effect of Beam Shortening
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Fig. 26 Weight Comparison for the Example Frame
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Fig. 27 Stress Distribution in Composite Beam at Plastic Moment
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